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A social analog of a siiort-delay conditibning paradigm ■
in Pavlovian learning was used to test the prediction that

under certain conditions, human causal judgments would
reflect acquired response properties that can be either f
increased (augmented) or decreased (discounted).

The

learning experiment was masked by describing it as a study

testing a computerized employee evaluatibh system.

Subjects

were presented information about a hypothetical worker

and a fictitious company's level of productivity.
Consistent with contemporary conditioning models of
associative learning, the results indicated that when a

particular social stimulus (Worker X) was repeatedly paired

with a particular social effect (high productivity) in
a stimulus compound with an inhibitor of the effect (Worker
A), the strength of causal attributions to X was increased

relative to a single Worker X paired with the productivity
effect.

Implications for future research and the role

of context with regard to augmenting effects in educational
settings are discussed.
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introduction;

The present research utilized contemporary learning

theory and research to examine the stimulus selection problem
in human causal attribution.

In particular^ this study

;

was devised to test the effects of "acquisition",
"discounting", and "augmenting" in human social causal
judgments.

This thesis takes the theoretical position that

social effects or outcomes automatically elicit a search
for causes and the generation of cause and effect. statements.

This search was referred to as "invariance seeking action".
Social analogs of familiar conditioning variables were

developed and manipulated in a manner consistent with
contemporary conditioning principles in order to test three

hypotheses.

The importance of the research lies in extending

learning theory, particularly associationist models, to

the explanation and prediction of

human social causal

judgments.

Causality

One way in which we use reason to make sense out

of the world is through comparisons or by identifying an

object's relation to another.

Similarly, the process of

understanding causation is concerned with the relationship
or association between two or more objects or events.
Scientists and philosophers have long been interested in

issues pertaining to causality.

Many contemporary

discussions oh causal relations find their impetus in the

British Associationist, David Hume.

Hume (1739/1 964) posited

several rules using a highly deterministic associative
process to explain causal judgments. These rules include:
spacio-temporal contiguity; constant union; and temporal

contiguity.

The rule of spacio-temporal contiguity refers

to the idea that the cause and effect must be contiguous
in time and space.

The rule of constant union refers to

the idea that the cause and effect must occur together.
The temporal contiguity rule states that causes and effects
can in some places be present and at other times be absent.
In other words, you can not have one without the other (see

Kelley & Michela, 1980).

Additionally, Hume stated that

the cause must precede the effect.

Finally, although not

a position strongly supported today, Hume noted that
causation requires a correlation between variables.

John Stewart Mill (1972) outlined two important factors
necessary for inferring cause and effect.

First, the method

of agreement states that one can infer cause if, when X
is present, Y is observed.
cause must be present.

If you observe the effect, the

Second, the method of difference

states that one can infer cause if, when Y is not observed,

X is not present.

By using the method of agreement in

conjunction with the method of difference, the probability
that X is the cause of Y is strengthened.

Hence, if X,

then Y;

if not X, then not Y, describes the relationship.

For example, suppose that when a particular employee
is

scheduled to work, the company for whom he works produces

a high level of produc'tivity.

When the employee is not

present, however, the company fails to perform at a high

level.

Thus,

it would be likely that the worker's

supervisor would attribute the cause of company performance
to the employee.

According to the critical realist Harre (1972), looking
for causes has an evolutionary Or adaptive role.

We use

this information from our causal search as a means for

survival.

According to Harre, looking for causes and effects

is an innate process.

Additionally, critical realists view

causal perceptions as subjective constructions of the mind,
not unlike other learned

asspciations.

However, causal

relations, such as the relationship between X and Y are

said to be independent of our cohscibusness.

Because

observations alone are insufficient in making sense of the

world, Harre argued that people focus on manipulative
relations between cause and effect through the use of

experimentation.

Social Psychology

Hume,- Mill, and others were highly influential in

contributing to the development of"attribution theory",
an

area within social psychology that addresses cause and

. .

.
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effect relationships.

Attribution theory seeks to explain

the processes by which people attribute characteristies
and traits to others in an attempt to make causal inferences

about their behavior.

Despite attribution theory being

a relatively new area of research, it has received much

attention in the past few decades, and has been applied

to several research areas in social psychology:
(Regan, 1978), learned helplessness

and depression

(Abramson, Seligman, & Teasdale, 1978).
also contributes to our understanding of

Attribution theory
other domains

such as cognitive, developmental, and industrial
(see Crittenden, 1983).

attraction

psychology

This broad range of theoretical

application points to the vast interest in how people

v

understand their world and the potential contributions
attribution theory can provide.

Modern attribution theory's "rule governed" or

"inferential approach" (Jones & Davis, 1965; Kelley, 1967,
1972, 1973) is derived from arguments developed by Fritz
Heider (1958).

Similar to the critical realists, Heider

postulated that cause and effect assignments are used by
persons attempting to bring order and meaning to the world.
Heider suggested that perceivers seek the invariances in

the environment by assigning cause and effect relationships
to make people and the environment more predictable.

Before Heider's publication of The Psychology of
Interpersonal Relations in 1958, inquiry into the area of

■■ • - ■

■ ■■

^
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how people perceive and interpret other's actions was almost
nonexistent.

Heider was interested in how ordinary people

understood and explained everyday life events.

He postulated

that people tend to use common sense explanations when making
causal judgments.
a

For example, a person may conclude that

person drinks because he is thirsty.

Thus, he referred

to his analyses as "common sense psychology" or "naive
analysis of action."
According to Heider, attributional processes parallel
perceptual processes.

Many principles that are essential

to "person perception",are also important in nonsocial

perception. One's initial perception of social objects
involves a distal stimulus or the person toward whom the

perceiver's attention

is focused.

However, the distal

cue is external and does not have a direct impact on the
perceiver.

Thus, information about the object must be

relayed through some type of mediation.

A proximal stimulus

mediates information about others' personality through

behavioral or verbal descriptions.

Again, Heider argued

that people act as "quasiscientists" in an attempt to make
logical connections between possible causes and effects,

it is important to note that this process is not always
Objective and rational.

Many times attributions are based

on little or inaccurate information.

Heider's aforementioned analog of nonsocial and social
perceptions led to the idea that people search for causes
5.

by relying on atbEibutidhs to the enviifcin^

(extetnal)

or to personality dispositions (internal).

For example,

some people may conclude that a homeless person is lazy
and does not want

to work, whereas another person may

attribute the cause of the person * s housing situation to
a poor economy and lack of available jobs.

The former cause

represents an,internal attribution and the latter an external
attribution.

Influenced by the seminal work of Heider (1958), Jones
and Davis (1965) developed the theory of correspondent

inferences.

This theory was the basis for many empirical

studies in the area of attribution.

Primarily, Jones and

Davis were interested in understanding which factors
influence an observer's attributions of intent and

dispositions of another person.

Correspondent inference

refers to an observer's inferences about another person's
intentions and dispositions that directly result or
correspond to the observed behavior.

In other words,

correspondence refers to "the extent that the act and the

underlying characteristics or attributes are similarly
described by the inference" (p. 223).

When an act occurs

within a particular context, its meaning is better defined

for the perceiver.

Further, the meaning or the perceived

intention of the act is determined, in part, by considering
the other possible actions that were available in a

patticular situation.

>

For example, if a supervisor observes

that when a particular employee is working and the company
is productive, he may conclude that the employee is an

excellent worker.

This dispositional inference directly

*^o^^ssponds to the observed behavior (e.g. high productivity

follows from good work).

However, a supervisor may infer

that the employee had a lot of help from coworkers in order

to perform so well, or possibly the production standards

were not that stringent.

The latter causes do not represent

correspondent inferences but rather refer to external or

situational factors.

In attributional research correspondent

inferences are often operationally defined by how confident
a person is in making inferences about someone

else (see

Harvey & Weary, 1981). '

Correspondent inferences, which directly reflect the
amount of information given by an action, are determined

by three conditions.

The conditions are: the desirability

of the outcome, noncommon effects, and free will.

Jones,

Davis, and Gergen (1961) provided empirical evidence to

show that behavior that is unexpected or socially undesirable
is more informative to the perceiver and results in a
correspondent inference.

In other words, the more

distinctive reasons a person has for an action, and the
more these reasons are widely shared in the culture, the

less informative that action is concerning the identifying
attributes of the person.

Thus, the attributor is less

confident about his inferences regarding the intent of the
7.

behavior as compared to situations in which the action
is considered undesirable.
Noncommon effects refer to the idea that the fewer

distinctive reasons for an action, the more informative

that action is about identifying dispositions of the actor.

The

intention underlying a voluntary act is more clearly

evident when it has a small number of effects that are unique
to it. In other words, noncommon effects represent

distinctive outcomes that follow from an act.
let us say that

For example,

Susan has been getting together with her

old high school friends on an annual basis for the last

fifteen years.

It could be said that the groups activities

are "common effects".

However, this year Susan has decided

not to attend the reunion.

Susan's decision not to go

represents a "noncommon effect", relative to the group's
decision, since all of the other friends have attended the

reunion in the past and will attend this year.

The observer

in this situation is more likely to make a dispositional
inference (an inference about Susan) regarding Susan's
decision.

One might infer that Susan is not as loyal to

her friends as she once was (dispositional attribution),

when in fact situational factors, such as an illness, may
have prevented her from attending this year.

Jones and

Davis argued that the fewer the noncommon effects associated

with an act, the more likely a correspondent inference will
be made.
8.

The final criteria for correspondent inference is free
will.

When an individual acts on one's own volition, the

perceiver tends to make dispositional attributions because
he holds the individual accountable for his or her behavior.

If the behavior is not freely chosen (for instance, if the
individual was coerced or manipulated), the perceiver tends

hold the individual less personally responsible for the
act.

Thus, other causes are given to explain the behavior

rather than focUsing on personality attributes.

Although Jones and Dayis (1905) focused on attributions
to others, Kelley's: approach is applicable to explaining
another
self.

person's action and the action sternming from one's
The theory of correspondent inference explains the

criteria for which internal attributions; are the result.

By default, external causes are given if the criteria are
not met.

Kelley's theory,

however, uses specific rules

that determine whether a behavior is attributed to external
causes or internal causes.

Kelley described attributional processes as being

analogous to analyzing data patterns by means of the
statistical method. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).

This

statistical analysis makes simultaneous comparisons between

two or more means, and yields a series of values which can
be tested to determine „whether a significant relation exists

between the experimental variables. In other words, ANOVA

indicates when an independent variable has a significant
' 9.

'

effect on a dependent variable.

Similarity according to

Kelley, the perceiver is assumed to attribute effects to
. those causal factors, which over time> covary.

Fundamental

to Kelley's theory is the covariation'principle which statesv

that, "an effect is attributed to one of its possible causes
with which, over time, it covaries" (Kelley,

If a given cause is always present with a

1 973, p.v 1

particular effect

in many situations/ ahd if the effect does not oceur in
the absence of the cause, the effect will be attributed
to the cause (see Hume above).

Implicit in the covariation;

principle is the idea that the observer has information
about the effect at two or more points in time.

.

^

Attribution rtheory deals V7:ith ;situations - ih;/^
inferences

about someone's behavior ire made based on either

single or multiple observations.

As mentioned above,

Kelley's covariation principle pertains to situations in
which multiple observations are made by the observer.

However, most people have only a

single observation upon

which to make a causal attribution.

Kelley proposed that

the attributor will use three types of information to
determine if a cause is a valid explanation for an effect.
These three types are:
consensus.

distinctiveness, consistency, and

Distinctiveness refers to thd extent to which

the individual, whose action is being explained, reacts
in the same manner to other, different stimuli or events.

If the action has little distinctiveness, dispositional

attributions are mpr

likely.

For examf)l^> let us say that,

when an employee named Joe is workihg, his company is highly
productive, and when Joe

worked for another company,

productivity was also high.

There is little or no

distinctioh between his behai^ior a

of employment.

the two different places

Therefor®/ the perceiver wouid most likely

infer an internal attributibh, ; eoncltiding that Joe is a

very good worker (internal attribhtiphi.i Howeverr ff the
high productivity informatibri was limited to his currfent

^

position, the iperceiver would protabiy attribute the
performance to situational factors such as the influence

of other workers, tht easiness of the- job, etc. (external
attributions).

Consistency refers to the extent to which the indiyidual
reacts to the same stimulus or event in the same manner

on other pccasions.

let us say

Returning to the example given above,

that, when Joe was working, the company was

productive over many m.onths.

When such behavior is

;

consistent over time, the perceiver tends to make internal

attributions.

Thus, we would conclude that Joe is a gpod

worker (internal attribution).

However, if when. Joe was

working, the production was sometimes high and sometimes

low, the attributor would most likely use external causes
to explain the inconsistent outcomes.
The extent to which others react in the same manner

to a stimulus or an event as does the individual in question:
11.

is referred to as consensus.

to make

It would be more difficult

an attribution specific to Joe's dispositions if

productivity

is high when other employees are working.

In other words, other employees, as well as Joe, experience
the high productivity outcomes.

According to Kelley, causes can be either inhibitory
(discounted) or facilitative (augmented).

The discounting

principle is applicable to situations involving an attributor
who has information about a given effect(s) and a number

of

plausible causes.

Kelley's discounting principle states

that, "the role of a given cause is discounted if other

plausible causes are also present" (p. 113).
Discounting can be demonstrated by a person's lack
of confidence in the inference made that a particular cause

is responsible for a particular effect (Kelley, 1972).
Suppose that two employees, Sam and Joe, work together at

a company.

Each month that they work together, the company's

productivity level is high.

According to the discounting

principle, each employee will be given less causal weight
than if they worked alone.

In other words, because Sam

and Joe are both potential causes for the performance, each

employee is discounted as being responsible for the effect.
For situations in which multiple plausible causes of

a given effect exist, some of which are facilitative and
some are inhibitory, a reverse of the discounting principle
results. The augmenting principle states that, "if for a
12.

given effect, both a plausible inhibitory cause and a
plausible facilitative cause are present, the role of the

facilitative cause in producing the effect will be judged
greater than if it alone were present as a plausible caiise

for the effect" (p• 114).

in 6thef #prds, the facility

cause has succeeded in prpctucing the beha:vidr in the face
of important barriers.

;

Returning to the employee-production level example,

let us suppose that, when employee Joe works, the Gompany's .
productivity level is high.

A supervisor would more

:

cbnfidently attribute the cause of the company meetintf its

standards to Joe.

Let us assume that another empibyee named

Sam also works for the company, and when he works he inhibits

company performance.

On some occasions, Sam and Joe work

together and during this period productivity is high.

When

inferring the cause of the company's successful outcome

when both Sam and Joe are present, Joe is expected to be
given more causal weight than when he worked alone.

Learning Psychology

Much of the traditional research in learning psychology
has been similarly interested in the phenomena of cause

and effect relationships.

However, rather than employing

a "rule governed" or "naive scientist" approach to

understanding causal attributions, learnihg theorists focused
on an associationist strategy.
13.

HistoriGally, scholars assumed that two stiinuli

■

:

ocGurririg together in time and space was sufficient to

produce iearning.

Pavlov (1927) discovered that subjects

can learn to associate a conditioned stimulus (CS) with
an uncpriditioried stimulus (US) as a result of the pairing

of these: stlro

•

In pthe:^, words,

some invpluntary readtion

can "be passed" from a stimulus which autdmatieally elicitS'
it (US) to a stimulus w^
response (CS)i

not initially elieit the

As a result of repeated pairings, the GS

eventually elicits a response called a conditidned respohse
(CR).

In his classic experiment with laboratory ddgs, Pavlov
dem.onstrated the process by which conditioned learning takes

place.

Pavlov noted that an unconditiohed stimulus (food)

would automatically elicit an unconditioned response
(salivation).

He then repeatedly paired a neutral stimulus

(a bell) with the

unconditioned stimulus (food).

the dog would salivate.

Again,

After several of these pairings,

the bell was presented alone without the food, and salivation
occurred.

This process is referred to as classical or

Pavlovian conditioning.

However, contemporary learning theorists reject the

sufficiency of simple contiguity in producing associations.

The rejection of the sufficiency of contiguity iS based
on the arguments that it is not applicable to most real
learning
t

situations due to the fact that most situations
14.

are characterized by multiple CS's (Rescorla, 1988).
The current learning literature purports that

conditioning is affected by contextual variations rather

than the simple pairing of two stimuli (Algom & Bizman,
1983; Kamin, 1968).

In other words, the association between

two variables cannot be determined solely by the isolated

CS-US relationship.

Rather, it depends on other concurrent

event relationships as V7ell.

The problem of specifying

the rules whereby a relationship can be learned when

presented in a specific context is referred to as the
stimulus selection problem

(Rudy & Wagner, 1975).

Rudy

and Wagner describe the stimulus selection problem as, "one
of specifying the rules whereby a relationship will or will

not appear to be learned about depending upon the context^^ ^
of envirbnmental events in which it is embedded" (p. 270).

The conditioning of a neutral stimulus (CS) is affected
by enYironmental factors, and cannot be accpunted for by
mere CS-US contiguity.

Pavlov's experiments were the basis for later research
on the overshadowing effect and conditioned inhibition.

Overshadowing refers to situations where two or more stimuli
are presented simultaneously, but one stimulus is easier
to associate with the US and, as a result, decreases the
likelihood that other stimuli will be conditioned.

stimuli of

If two

different intensities conditioned equally,

support for the

concept of simple contiguity would be
15.

V

stronger.

However, using two stimuli of unequal saliency,

intensity, or validity can produce the overshadowing effect

(Kamin, 1969; Mackintosh, 1971; Wagner, Logan, Haberlandt
& Price, 1968).

The overshadowing effect clearly

demonstrates the insufficiency of simple contiguity in
pfoducirig conditioning.
Pavlov noted that stimuli can be conditioned to

the presence and the absence of an unconditioned stimulus.
Inhibitory conditioning refers to situations in which one
learns

that a stimulus signals the absence of the US.

Cohditioned inhibition results in an organism "holding back"

a conditioned

response.

From a contemporary vantage point,

an inhibited response is assumed to be as equally adaptive
as the ability to make a conditioned response.

In other

words, signals that alert organisms about what will not
occur are just as important for survival as information

that reveals which events are likely.

Despite its discovery by Pavlov, inhibitory conditioning

has received little empirical attention until recently
(Boakes

& Halliday, 1972; Rescorla, 1969).

Unlike

excitatory conditioning, inhibitory conditioning requires

a special context

to occur.

Specifically, inhibitory

conditioning takes place in the context of excitatory
conditioning (Baker & Baker, 1985; Fowler, Kleiman, & Lysle,
1 985; Lolordo & Fairless, 1985).

Rescorla and Wagner {1972) and Wagner and Rescorla
1 6.

(1972) postulated a learning model by adopting and extending
general

Pavlovian classical conditioning principles to

address the

stimulus selection problem.

Like Pavlov and

others/ Rescorla rand Wagner predicted that developing an

association between ;two stimuli is influenced by the number
of times the two stimuli occur together.

However, they

demonstrated that "changes in associative strength of all
the stimuli present on the trial, depend upon the totdl

associative strength of all stimuli present
(p. 3331.

on that trial"

In other words, learning the relatidnship between

two stimuli is not only influenced by how often the Stimuli

occur together, but also the context in which the pairings
take place.

For example, if a stimulus (CS) is

paired

with a reinforcer (US) in a context which includes no other

competing stimuli, an association between the CS and the
US will occur.

However, as mentipned earlier, a pure

association between the stimuli

(CS^ and an US) with no

other competing stimuli is not likely to occur in a real
situation.

situation would include at

least two competing stimuli. When a CS^ and an US are paired
together in a context which includes another stimulus, ^'^2'
which has no prior relationship with the US, the result

may be less associability of the CS| and the US.

However, ^

if CS2 was a conditioned inhibitor, cohditloned responding
to CS^ may actually be augmented (Wagner :& Rescorla, 1972).
Wagner and Rescorla (1 972) and others: argue that

conditioned inhibition does not result from merely not

reinforcing a particular stimulus.

Hence, repeatedly ringing

a bell (CS) will not result in the bell becoming a
conditioned inhibitor.

Conditioned inhibition effects result

from not reinforcing a particular stimulus in the context
of another stimulus that has a history of reinforcement.

In other words, inhibition results from not reinforcing
a stimulus in the presence of a conditioned excitatory

stimulus.

In sum, learning psychologists view inhibitory

stimuli differently than do social psychologists.

According

to learning psychologists, inhibitory stimuli do not "get

in the way" of an effect, but rather predict the effect's
absence.

and

This is a critical distinction between learning

social psychologists and necessarily influences how

we think about augmenting effects in causal judgments.

Using the employee-company production example, an inhibitor
(the worker Sam-see above) should predict the absence of

high performance information, not the presence of low

performance information.

Hence, the worker Joe, when working

with Sam, is expected to be given greater causal priority
when high production is observed.

Social Learning Theory

The current study adopts a view advanced by several
researchers that there are many parallels between animal
and human associative learning (see Lovibond, 1988).
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Miller

(1&59)

proposed that learning processesvfound in the

laboratory can be applied to more complex social phenomena.
Alloy & Tabachanik (1984), for example, developed a
theoretical framework for

understanding and integrating

animal learning phenomena and

(e.g. attributions).

human covariation judgments

According to these theorists, both

animals and humans perceive event contingencies.

Further,

they assert that covariation judgments are the result of
an interactive process between prior expectations about,
event relationships and current available situational

information.

Thus, an organism makes judgments based on

relevant expectations, objective situational information,
and the extent to which these two sources of information
interact.

Shanks and Dickinson (1987) stated that, "the impact
of event contingencies developed within animal learning
may well illuminate the processes underlying our judgments

of causality" p. 256).

In other words, they suggest that

an associative view can be applied to human causality

judgments.

As with animal conditioning, people's judgments

of the covariation of events

are influenced by the other

concurrent events in the environment.

Arguably, causal

judgments can then be viewed in terms of the stimulus

selection problem; the rules people use to attribute (or

not attribute) a cause to an event depends on the context
within which the events are embedded.
19.

In an effort to demonstrate that cansal judgments
affected by factors necessary for associative learning,

Dickinson/ Shanks> and Evenden (1984y artd Shanks and

Dickinson (1987)> used an operant conditidning paradigm.
In the research reported by Shanks and Dickinson (1987),
for example, subjects

were asked to judge the extent to

which their key pressing caused

computer screen.

an effect to occur on a

During the first stage of the experiment,

some of the subjects had observed trials in which an

.

alternate stimulus, a stimulus other than key pressing,
reliably predicted the effect.

During the second stage,

all of the subjects performed the key pressing task at the
same time the other stimulus occurred.

This combination

of potential causes, the key press and stimulus was then
followed

by the effect.

Subjects were asked to make

judgments about the causal relationship between the key
press and the effect.

The results indicated that the

subject's judgments were significantly reduced following
exposure to the other stimulus compared to the control
condition in which the other stimulus had not been paired

with the effect in the first stage.

Despite all the subjects

receiving key press-effect pairings, causal judgments to
the key press were blocked in the group also receiving the
other stimulus effect pairings.

In the Shanks and Dickinson (1987) experiment, human
subjects were asked to judge the relationship between an
20.
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action (the cause) and an outcome (the effect).

As expected/

subjects' judgments were influenced by thbcbhtingencies
between the probability of the outcome given the action

P(0/A) and the probability of the outcome given no action

P(G/-A).'V,
In a recent study by Wasserman (1990) subjects were
asked to judge the efficacy of common and distinctive

elements of a compound stimulus in determining the source

of a hypothetical allergic reaction in a patient.
potential sources of the

The

allergy were three types of food

including peanuts, shrimp,

and strawberries.

Different

food combinations along with the presence or absence of
the allergic reaction were varied across trials.

In

situations where subjects could predict that a particular
foord caused the allergic reaction (e.g. the shrimp), and

that another food doesn't cause the reaction (e.g. the
peanuts), greater causal weight is given to the shrimp.
However,

:

if a subject is unable to determine the source

of the allergic

reaction, both stimuli are given causal

priority because they

are viewed as having the same

associative strength.

Thus, Wasserman argued that when

multiple causes are present, subjects

use information about

the differential predictiveness of each

stimuli in

explaining the effect.

He refers to this practice as the

competition principle.

Again, this experiment points

the parallels between the causal judgments of humans
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to

(particularly discounting) and the conditioned responses
of animals in associative learning.

As noted above, familiar conditioning principles have

been

applied to understanding human causal judgments such

as acquisition effects, blocking effects, competition
effects,

and CS-US contingency effects.

It has been argued

that several other attribution phenomena Can be understood
in learning terms as well.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

As previously outlined, several theories have^a

to explain human causal judgments from a social psychological
vantage pQintV(e.g. Heider, 1958; Jones & Davis> 1969;
Kelley> 1967), and conditioning yiewppint (Shanks &

Dickinson/ 1987; Allan, 1993).

Another way to distinguish

the differerit approaches to attributibn ihyolves recognizing

the "rule-governed" explanations popular with social
psychologists, and the associationist models favored by
learning psychologists.

The covariation principle and the

concept of simple contiguity are consistent with these two

different approaches.

However, despite the widespread use

of these principles by attribution theorists, certain

attribution effects are more difficult to explain using

the "rule-governed" approach.

The present study is part

of a series of investigations exploring attribution

hypotheses using well-established conditioning principles.
By employing general learning theory, the stimulus selection

problem in learning research was addressed.

Although general

learning theory has been used primarily to predict individual
behavior in controlled laboratory situations, it has been
applied to many social processes with favorable results

(Bollard & Miller, 1950; Lott & Lott, 1968, 1972; Steigleder,
Weiss, Cramer & Feinberg, 1978).

Specifically, we examined

the proposition that under certain conditions, human causal
23.

judgments reflect acquired response priorities that can
be either increased (augmented) or decreased (discounted).

Technique of Theory Development

By using the method of analogy, a general model of
conditioning can be applied to assist the investigation
of a less-well understood area (e.g. of social causal

judgments in context).

Variables assumed to be important

in the development of social causal judgments are viewed

as being analogous to independent and dependent variables
in learning.

A dictionary of analogies is referred to as

the Rules of Correspondence.

According to this technique

of theory development, the relations holding among the
variables in the conditioning model should theoretically

hold among the corresponding social variables (Campbell,
1920; Hesse, 1966, 1974, 1980; Masterman, 1980; Oppenheimer,
1956).

The Rules of Correspondence outline parallels between

variables in conditioning and the variables in attribution,
and are numbered here to be used for later reference.

It

should be noted that the Rules of Correspondence, listed
below are illustrative rather than exhaustive and are subject

to further development.

A conditioned stimulus (CS) or

antecedent stimulus corresponds to a discriminable social
stimulus such as an employee in a company (Rule 1).

A

company's productivity level, which is a social stimulus,
24.

corresponds with an unconditioned stimulus (US) or a

consequent stimulus (Rule 2).

The subsequent

attribution

response termed, "invariance seeking action", is
analogous to an unconditioned response [UR] (Rule 3).

The

conditioned form of the UR analog (strength, speed or the

probability of invariance seeking action) corresponds to
a conditioned response [CR] (Rule 4).

The number of CS-US

pairings (reinforced trials) corresponds to the number of
CS analog-US analog pairings.

This rule is exemplified

by the number of times the worker is paired with the

company's productivity information (Rule 5).

These pairings

constitute "invariance seeking action" acquisition trials.
An extinction trial is represented by a trial on which the

worker is not followed by information regarding the company's
productivity level (Rule 6).

Presenting US-analogs in the

absence of CS-analogs constitutes a US alone trial, such

as company productivity information given when a specific

worker is not present (Rule 7).

An attribution trial, where

two or more social stimuli such as two workers paired with

company productivity information, corresponds to a reinforced
compound CS trial (Rule 8).

Corresponding to CS saliency

is the saliency or vividness of the CS analog (Rule 9).

The intensity or strength of the US corresponds to the power
of a social stimulus, such as the level of company

-

"

productivity to elicit invariance seeking action (Rule 10).
Corresponding to conditioned inhibition in learning
■
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psychology is a GS analog that Inhibits causal attributions
or "invariance seeking actions" (Rule 11).

HYPOTHESES

Acquisition.

When a neutral stimulus (GS) is repeatedly

reinforced (i.e. paired with an unconditioned stimulus [US]),
it will contribute to the cue's acquisition of associative

strength.

The result is a negatively accelerated increase

in the learning curve for the conditioned response (GR).

By manipulating analogous independent and dependent social
variables, similar empirical relationships can be developed.

We predicted that repeatedly pairing a single worker with
information about a company's level of productivity will
result in the acquisition of causal attribution strength

to the specific worker.

The strength of the subject's causal

attributions to the worker should evidence a, familiar

negatively accelerated learning curve for "invariance seeking
action" across evaluation trials. (Refer to #1-5 in the

Rules of Gorrespondence).

The prediction of causal

attribution acquisition effects is particularly important
because such effects are easily explainable by contemporary

associationist models, but are more difficult to explain

by

"rule-governed" models.

Discounting.

The second hypothesis states that when a

neutral compound social stimulus, Worker X (Joe) and Worker
26.

A (Sam),

is paired together with an effect (company

productivity), the strength of causal attributions to each
worker should be weaker

worker paired with the

relative to attributions to a single

same productivity effect.

In other

words, two workers are expected to "share" the associative
strength, resulting in less causal priority attributed to
each individual worker.

of Correspondence).

(Refer to #1-5 and 8 in the Rules

The second hypothesis is consistent

:

with the "discounting effect" frequently reported by social
psychologists.

Augmenting.

The third hypothesis pertained to situations

in which causal attributions can predictably be augmented,
not discounted, despite the presence of two workers.

More

specifically, we predicted that when a particular social
stimulus (Worker Joe) is paired with a particular social
effect (high productivity) in a stimulus compound with an

inhibitor for making causal attributions (Worker Sam), the
strength of the causal attributions to Joe will be increased

compared to the attributions made by a different subject
sample to a single worker (Joe) paired with the productivity
effect.

Hence, attributions can only be understood in terms

of the context within which information is available.

Changes in social context are expected to lead to changes
in prediction of attribution strength.

The third hypothesis

is consistent with the "augmenting effect" frequently
27.

reported by social psychologists,

and the "supernormal"

conditioning effect reported by learning

psychologists.

(Refer to #1-6, 8, and 11 in the Rules of Correspondence)
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GENERAL METHOD

A total of 60 Undergraduate male (N= 27) and fern
(N = 33) vdlunteets wqsre recruited from Gddiicrnia State

University/p San Bernardino.; All subjects were ■randomly
assigned to one of three conditions.

Selection of subjects

did not depend on any preliminary tests measuring either
attitudes or beliefs, and all subjects were naive in regard

to the study's objectives.

Additionally, all subjects were

treated in accordance with the ethical principles of the
American Psychological Association.

Experimental Design

In classical conditioning, a discriminable antecedent

stimulus, CS, is paired with a discriminable consequent
stimulus, US.

Similarly, in the present study CS analogs

were fictional part-time workers, named Ted, Sam, and Joe,
and the US analog was the productivity information of a

fictional company where
G, and H).

they worked (see Appendices F,

The primary independent variable was the context

in which the CS-US analog pairings took place.

We used

two experimental groups and one control group to test

acquisition, discounting and augmenting effects.

A repeated

variable, five worker evaluation trials, constituted the

second independent variable.

Hence, the experimental design

can be described as a 3 X 5 (Groups by Trials) design.
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The subjects' strength of causal judgments

(i.e. invariance

seeking action), which was measured on a 0-100 point scale,
defined the primary dependent variable.

The second dependent

variable, also measured on a 0-100 point scale, was the

subjects* ratings of confidence in their causal judgments.

Masking Task

The learning experiment was masked by describing it
as a study testing a computerized Employee Evaluation System.

This procedure allowed for repeatedly pairing a worker with
information about the company's productivity level.

The

instructions indicated that, "In this experiment we are
interested in testing the usefulness of this automated

program.

In order to carefully test the effectiveness of

the system, it will be necessary for you to assume the role

of a production supervisor in a small company."

Further

instructions, for example, indicated that, "Joe is a college
student who is available for part-time employment.

It is

important to evaluate him carefully because he will be

considered for full-time employment upon graduation."

Apparatus

All stimulus material was presented using a computer

(IBM

360 PC) and the Micro Experimental Language (MEL)

software

version 120.

hypothetical worker,

Using MEL, a picture of a

together with information in graphic
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form about a fictional

company's level of productivity,

was presented to the subjects.

Following the presentation

of the worker and the graph, MEL presented a series of

questions that the subjects responded to on a scale ranging

from 0-100 using a standard computer keyboard.
the first question read,"Given

For example,

all of the information

you have received, oh the scale below indicate the extent

to which the worker (Joe) is effective in causing the

company's level of productivity".

Subject responses could

range from 0 = Totally Ineffective to 100 = Totally
Effective.

Another question allowed for measurement of

the subjects' confidence in rating the worker's performance

and read, "How confident are you about your rating of the
worker (Joe) being effective in causing the company's level

of productivity?"

Subject responses could range from 0

= No Confidence to 100 = Complete

Confidence.

A third

question read, "On the scale below, indicate the worker's

(Joe) chances of becoming a permanent employee".
responses could range from 0 =
Good Chance.

Subject

No Chance to 100 = Very

This final question served to maintain the

masking task.

Procedure

Subjects were .asked to report to room 323 in the Biology
Building where they were given preliminary instructions

regarding

their participation in a study designed to test

a "new automated employee evaluation system."

this brief description

Following

of the study, subjects^^^w^

asked

to read and sign a consent form (See Appendix D).^
clarity of exposition, the theoretical labels A,

B, and

X (representing three discriminable social stimuli, Sam,
Ted and Joe) will be used to describe the procedure, as
is standard in learning research.

Subjects who agreed to participate were randomly
assigned to one of three experimental groups.

The purpose

of Group 1 (Augmenting Group; See Appendix A) was to
associate a target worker, X, with high productivity
information while in the presence of another worker. A,
who reliably predicted no such information using a

short-delay conditioning analog.

Based on contemporary

learning psychology, worker A should serve as an inhibitor
of causal attributions for the productivity effect, and

should, as a result, augment subjects' causal judgments
to worker X (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972).

The 20 subjects

(Male = 8; Female = 12) in Group 1 were given a series of
20 worker-productivity trials that resulted in one worker,
A, becoming a conditioned inhibitor for company performance
information.

On trials 1-5, a single CS, B, was presented

for 5 seconds and then paired with information indicating

a high level of company productivity for an additional 10
seconds (B+ trials).

These temporal parameters were held

constant for all CS-US analog procedures described below.
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After each trial,

subjects were asked to evaluate B's

effectiveness using the three questions noted above.

question presentatiph and

The

subject answer time were held

constant at 17 seconds for each of the questions.

Hence,

no response contingency existed that would permit the subject

to move the experiment along more quickly.

On trials 6-10,

two workers (B and new worker A), were paired together with
information indicating that a report was not requested for

that particular evaluation period (AB-trials; No Report
- No US analog),

trials.

Subjects evaluated only A on each of these

Note that this procedure should result in a single

stimulus, A, signaling no information about company
productivity in the context of a stimulus, B, who, based

on trials 1-5, reliably predicted high company productivity.
Consistent with learning theory, we anticipated that this
procedure would result in A becoming an inhibitor of causal

attributions for the productivity effect.

Recall that

conditioned inhibition results from not reinforcing a
particular stimulus in the context of an excitatory or
previously reinforced stimulus (Rescorla & LoLordo, 1 986).
Subjects on trials 11-15 v/ere exposed to two workers (A

and a new worker X) and paired with high company productivity
information (AX+ trials). Following each trial, X was the
target of the subjects' evaluations

If A was an effective

inhibitor, compound conditioning trials with worker X should

result in augmented causal attributions for the productivity

effect to X.
16-20.

The augmenting effect was tested on triais

The last five worker-productivitY trials served

as reinforced test trials

on which X alone was paired with

information indicating that the company was productive (X+
test trials).

Following each test trial, X was evaluated

by each subject in the Augmenting Group.

The purpose of Group 2 (Discounting Group; See Appendix
B) was to test the discounting effect by pairing two workers

(A and X) with productivity information.

Subjects in Group

2 (Male = 10; Female = 10) were exposed to 10 worker-

productivity information trials.

Trials 1-5 were exactly

as described for the compound trials 11-15 for the Augmenting

Group (AX+).

Hence, subjects received five (A and X) trials,

but had no prior training with either worker.

Trials 6-10

were as described for trials 16-20 for the Augmenting Group
(X+ test trials).

The purpose of Group 3 (see Appendix C) was to serve
as a control for the
effects.

hypothesized augmenting and discounting

The 20 subjects in Group 3, the Control Group,

(Male = 9; Female = 11) received five worker-productivity
information trials.

These trials were as described for

trials 16-20 for the Augmenting Group (X+ test trials).

Before leaving the lab, subjects were completely
debriefed regarding the purpose and goals of the research
study, and all of their questions were answered (see Appendix
E).
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RESULTS

The analysis focused on the subjects' ratings of causal

strength to particular workers and the subjects* confidence
in their causal judgments.

Ratings of causal strength were

measured on the five B+ trials in Group 1 to test the

acquisition hypothesis (i^'l ).

Thfe five X+ trials in Group

3 were compared to the subjects' ratings of Worker X on
the compound AX+_trials in Group 2 to test the discountihg
hypothesis (#2).

In order to test the augmentihg hypothesis

(§3), subject responses to Worker X on the 5 X+ test trials
in Groups 1 and 3 were compared.

The means and standard

deviations for the subjects' estimates of cause are presented
in Table 1.

A simple repeated measures model was used to

test predictions regarding acquisition and a Groups by Trials
design was the primary model applied to test predictions
pertaining to the discounting and augmenting hypotheses.

The present study included both male and female subjects

in the three experimental groups.

In social-learning

research, gender effects are rarely,

if ever, hypothesized

(see Weiss et. al, 1981), and no gender effects were

hypothesized in the present study.

A 2 (gender) X 3

(experimental groups) X 5 (worker X test trials) was
conducted on the subjects' causal strength ratings in order
to test for gender effects.

No significant gender or

interactions involving Subject gender were observed.
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Table

1

Mean Scores for the Acquisition^ Discounting, Augmenting
and Contror Groups>

Groups

v

-vy



;'v:\:;"TriaIs:v^ ;
(1)

(2): ;

ay

(4)

(5)

7.96

10.8

9.89

Acquisition;
B+ Trials

M

73^3:

75/3:^

SD

10.2

9.50

Discounting.:
AX+ Trials

■ \

M

57.8

; 63.3 ,

e

68.1

70.4

SD

16.7

19.7

12.9

1470

12.8

81.3

81.4

;81.9/

80.4

82.3

13.5

15.8 ;

16.8

Augmentinof
X+ Test Trials

M
SD

,
^

^

Control
X+ Test Trials

M

73.3

70.8

72.9

73.9

74.4

SD

15.7

21.3

16.4

15.6

18.2

Note:

N = 20
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Therefore, in order to test the hypotheses, subject gehder
was collapsed in each of the three experimental

groups.

Acquisition

Upon review of the causal strength means presented

in Figure 1 for Worker B, results show a strengthening of
causal estimates over repeated trials.

Worker B trials

were used to test the acquisition effect hypothesis because

the subjects had no prior training or experience with Worker
B or any other worker.

Similar to learning research, the

B trials evidenced a gradual increasing learning curve for

causal strength.

A simple repeated measures (ANOVA)

performed on the subjects' causal judgments revealed a
significant acquisition effect, F (4,76) = 3.81, £ = .007.

Discounting

The strength of causal attributions to the target worker
in the discounting group (#2) was expected to be weaker
relative to attributions to the single worker paired with

the same productivity effect in Group 3.

The pattern of

group means presented in Figure 2 is consistent with the
predicted discounting effect.

However, a 2 X 5 (Groups

by Trials) repeated measures ANOVA did not reveal significant
differences for causal attributions to Worker X in Groups

2 and 3, F (1 ,38) = 1 .96, _£ = .17,
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Figure 1

Acquisition Curve of Causal Judgments for B+ Trials
in Group 1
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Figure 2

Learning Curves of Causal Judgments for AX-t- Trials in
Group 2 vs. X+ Trials in Group 3
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Augmenting

The augmenting of causal attributions was expected

to occur when the target Worker X was reinforced by pairing

him with

company productivity information in the presence

of an inhibitor for making causal judgments.

In Group 1,

inhibitory conditioning for worker A took place on TrialS:
6^10 in which he was not reinforced while in the presence

of Worker B, who had a prior history of being paired with
a high level of company productivity, and therefore was

an excitatory stimulus (see acquisition effect noted above).
A conditioned inhibitor for making causal judgments
would be expected to have a mean causal rating of

approximately 50.

Recall that the 0-1 GO scale used in the

present study was anchored with the phrases totally
ineffective and totally effective and the value of 50

represents the midpoint between these two extremes.

Causal

strength ratings for Worker A on the AB trials (5-10)

provides evidence for Worker A's inhibitory properties.
The average causal ratings across the five trials for Worker

A (the inhibitory stimulus) was 47.03.
The original design of the project included the

comparison

of the five Worker X test trials in Groups 1

and 3 in order to test the augmenting hypothesis.
completing the project,
whether significant or
interpretations.

After

we realized such a comparison would,
not, lead to equivocal

The reason, although not apparent earlier
40.

Figure 3

Learning Curves of Causal Judgments for X+ Trials
in Group 1 and X+ Trials in Group 4
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Group 4(X)

in the project, became apparent when the

analysis commenced^

For subjects in Group 1, the five X test trials represented
only the first five presentations.

Hence, any augmenting

effect could be interpreted as simply a result of

1 receiving more X trials.

Group

Therefore, a fourth group (Group

4), where subjects received 10 Worker X trials, was
established.

For the purposes of testing the augmenting

effect, subjects' causal ratings on the last five trials
(6-10) in Group 4 were compared to the five Worker X trials
in Group 1 (16-20).

Now any differences between the groups

could not be explained by differences in the number of
exposures to Worker X.

Looking at Figure 3, one can see that causal
attributions to Worker X in Group 1 (Augmenting Group) were

greater (augmented) relative to attributions made to a single
Worker X in Group 3.

Drawing from contemporary learning

research, we predicted that given a particular contextual
situation, an augmenting effect could be obtained rather
than a discounting effect, despite the presence of two

workers.

When a particular social stimulus (Worker X) was

repeatedly paired with a particular social effect (high

productivity) in a stimulus compound with an inhibitor of
the effect (Worker A), the strength of the causal

:

attributions to X was expected to be increased relative
to the attributions to a single Worker X paired with the

productivity effect.

A 2X5

repeated measures ANOVA
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revealed marginally: significant group differenGes, F (1,38)
=3.61, _£ = .065.

The trials and interaction effects wer

e not statistically reliable.

Confidence

As noted above, subjects' confidence in their causal

strength estimates were measured in order to more firmly
support a conditioning explanation of causal attribution.

As expected, subjects' confidence ratings increased over
trials for the single stimulus. Worker B trials in Group

T.

Figure 4 shows -h g^^^

increasihg learning curve

for subjects' mean cphfidence ratings, F (4,76) = 6.01,
P'<;/d01
The discounting effect, although in the predicted
direction, was not statistically reliable and hence, the

"confidence confound" was not an issue.

However, a 2 X

5 repeated measures ANOVA on the subjects' confidence ratings
for their evaluation of Worker X in the augmenting comparison
revealed no significant difference between group confidence

ratings (M = 82.9 vs. 75.7), F (1,38) = 1 .11, _£>.05.

Such

an outcome is consistent with the conclusion that the

augmenting effect described above

represents a result

following from learning principles rather than variation

in subjects' confidence in their causal strength ratings.
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Figure 4

Acquisition Curve of Confidence Ratings for B-f Trials
in Group 1
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4

DISCUSSION

The goal of the present study was to use modern

conditioning theory to examine interesting phenomena in
human judgments of causality.

The causal attribution

research described in the literature, despite being very

sophisticated, has primarily focused on a simple contiguity
approach or rule governed models. This emphasis has often
made certain attribution effects, such

as acquisition,,

blocking and augmenting, for example, difficuIt to explain.
The present study was part of a larger program of research
designed to extend learning theory, particularly an

"associationist model" to the explanation and prediction
of human social causal judgments.

The associative models in philosophy view conditioning
as the learning that results from exposure to relations

among

events in the environment rather than as a response

passed from

one stimulus to another.

distinction between
contemporary learning

Based on this

historical models of conditioning and
theory, hypotheses analogous to those

developed by modern conditioning researchers were tested.

More specifically, we

generated hypotheses to test

acquisition, discounting, and augmenting effects in social
attribution.

In examining the acquisition and augmenting effects

found in the current study, the concept of contiguity was
45.

not cJisregarded altogether, although a simple contiguity
model for cause and effect relationships has been shown
to be insufficient for explaining some of those results.
Thus, attribution theory was extended by testing specific

predictions about how causal attributions acguire strength
over repeated presentations of relevant information, and

/

by specifying group differences based on different cause

and effect (CS/US) pairings.

Acquisition Effects ;

The acquisition effect hypothesis was tested by

repeatedly pairing a single worker (CS analog) with a

company's productivity information (US analog) across a
series of five trials.

We predicted that when the neutral

stimulus (CS) was repeatedly paired with the US, it would

contribute to the cue's acquisition of causal strength (See
Rules of Correspondence 1-5 noted above).

Specifically,

when we repeatedly paired a single Worker (B) with

information about a company's level of productivity,
acquisition of causal strength was evidenced by a familiar

negatively accelerated learning curve for "invariance seeking
action" across evaluation trials.

The observation of an acquisition effect is not a
trivial matter.

Furthermore, such an observation does not

merely represent the result of an exercise designed to
demonstrate that human social causal judgments are "like"

cXassiGal conditioning.

In fact, acquisition effects argue

strongly against rule-governed interpretations of causal
attributions.

Shanks and Dickinson (1987) argued that while

rule-governed

models and in fact, attribution models based

upon principles of simple-contiguity (Kelley, 1973) can
explain many contextual effects in the attribution process,

acquisition effects are most parsimoniously explained by
the conditioning approach.

Experiments designed to evaluate

terminal attributions do not provide the opportunity to
observe any changes in attributions that might result from
experience in the form of repeated presentations of stimulus
events. In the present study, the design allowed for the
opportunity to observe change in causal estimates resulting

from the subjects' experience and acquisition effects were
predicted and observed.

The discounting effect hypothesis was tested by pairing
a neutral compound social stimulus. Worker X and Worker

A paired with a company's productivity information.

We

predicted that the strength of causal attributions to each

worker would be weaker relative to attributions to a single
worker

paired with the same productivity effect.

In other

words, we expected that the discounting effect would be

a function of two workers "sharing" the causal strength.
Although results were in the predicted direction, a
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statistically reliable discounting effect was not evidenced.

Several reasons may explain why we failed to support

the discounting hypothesis.
lie in

One post hoc explanation may

the instructions given to the subjects prior to

the start of

the experiment (see Appendix A).

Subjects

were given an opportunity to respond to three practice
questions in order

to help them become familiar with the

task and with using the computer keyboard.

On the first

question, subjects were instructed to respond with a rating

score of "50".

We chose this number because it represented

the midpoint of the scale used to measure subjects' causal

estimates.

Recall that the scale used in the present study

ranged from 0-100.

An inspection of Table 1 indicates that

the mean scores for the Discounting Group were over 50 across
all five trials.

Although the mean scores for the

Discounting Group were lower than the Augmenting and
Acquisition Group means, they were still above the artificial

floor" of 50.

The practice question may have inadvertently

"primed" the subjects to respond to the question about the
worker's effectiveness, in a group that expected lower scores
On average to obtain a significant discounting effect.
Another explanation for the failure to observe a

discounting effect may be that subjects view humans as

"always-at-cause", and rating the worker below "50" may
have been seen as indicating that the worker was

"not-at-cause".

Hence, a rating score of "50" may be viewed

by subjects as being neutral (i.e. neither "at-cause" nor

"not-at-cause".

Therefore, judgments of causality would

not be expected to begin at a ''zero" leyel.

Again, this

may have resulted in a ''floor effect'', in which the behavior

being measured (and predictably discounted) was theoretically
limited to go only so low.

Augmenting Effects :

The augmenting effect hypothesis was tested by
repeatedly pairing a social stimulus. Worker X, with a social

effect, company productivity, in a stimulus compound

Gontaining an inhibitor fO
Worker A.

making cauSal attributions,

We found that causal attributions to Worker X

were increased compared to attributions made by a different
subject sample to a single Worker X paired with the
productivity effect.

The augmenting phenomenon rested on the fact that

subjects responded to Worker A as an inhibitor for making
causal attributions.

Recall that Worker A was paired with

Worker B, who in the previous five trials was predictive

of high company productivity.

However/ on the AB trials,

both workers were paired with a"no US" analog ("No Report

Required").

Subjects rated the inhibitor. Worker A, with

a mean score of approximately 50, indicating that the worker
was viewed as neither "not at cause" nor "at cause" for

the productivity effect.
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The observation of an augmenting effect supports the

impprtahce of the role context plays in attributions in
the wbrkplace.

MPre specifically, the results have

significant iinpilications for situations in vzhich employees

are working together and are being evaluated by supervisors.
Not all situations that include two workers produce a

discounting effect in which one worker is;given less causal
priority than if he were working alone.

This study supports

the idea that eertain contextual situations exist in which

an augmenting effect can be observed when two employees
are working together.

Whereas two workers in a discounting

scenario may be individually perceived as less at cause
for the overall level of performance than in situations

where the employee worked alone, a context that produces
an augmenting effect appears to be advantageous to the
worker.

In other words, situations that include an inhibitor

for making causal attributions, seem to produce an

augmentation of causal strength ratings of the employee
being evaluated.

Confidence Ratings

Theoretically, group differences in the subjects' causal
judgments were expected to be the result of experimental
manipulations affecting the associative process, not the
result of increases or decreases in confidence in making

the judgments themselves.

To determine that subjects'
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causality judgments were not confounded by their confidence
in their judgments, subjects were asked to rat
confidence in their judgments using a 0-100 point scale.
Consistent with a priori predictions, confidence ratings

increased across the evaluation trials, indicating increased
confidence resulting from experience, but

the confiderice

ratings did not differ between the experimental

(see Figure 4).

groups

Subjects were not confused, rather they

responded in a predictable manner, making prderly judgments
to the stimuli presented.

This outcome is consistent with

confidence ratings reported by Shanks and Dickinson (1987),

and provides additional support for the associative learning
model of causal judgment strength.

Limitations on Reported Effects

Like the results from any theory-generated research

program, the results from the present study should be

interpreted within a narrow range of conditions (Logan,

1959).

In fact, the method used here served as an explicit

statement of some of the boundary conditions, particularly
in regard to the discrete trials procedure such as the

repeated CS/US analog pairings.

In social psychology,

investigations regarding the strength of causal judgments
use descriptions of social actions in which subjects are

asked to make attributions based on information from a single
observation.

The present study, however, focused on causal

judgihents in which information about behavior was presented

over time

Using analogies of familiar learning principles

allowed muitiple presentations of the stimuli.

Althpugh

Kelley's coyariation principle pertains to attributions
resulting from multiple observations, the context effects
reported here, using an analog of the short delay

conditioning paradigm, may only

be generalizable t^^^

situations where information is presented repeatedly rather
than simply described.
pessimistic.

This assumption may be somewhat

Shanks (1991) argued that attributions made

from described situations could result from remerabering

stimulus relationships developed over time.

Further, studies

using both instrumental and Pavlovian learning raodels have

successfully included conditioning analogies to investigate
a multitude of social phenomena such as:

Attraction (Clore

& Byrne, 1974; Cramer, Weiss, Steiglederr & Feinberg, 1978);
altruism (Weiss, Buchanan/ Altstatt & Ldmbardo, 1971); and

male sex-role action (Cramer, Lutz, Bartell, Dragna, &
Helzer, 1989).

Implications for Future Research

Because of the trend toward forming small groups of
students, employees, and teams, continued research is

warranted for situations in which multiple participants
are performing together and being evaluated.

One focus

for future research may be in modifying and repeating the

discounting experimenti-

specific changes in the

procedure of the current study may be "key" in order to

obtain astatisticailyteiiable discounting effect..

As

mentioned earlier, subjects may have been "primed" to res]

with high rating scores due to the use of prior practice
questions instructing subjects to respond with a score of

50, and thus,

^

"floor effect".

to eliminate this effect, subjects would

chooSe
i without

In order

be allowed to

any score between 0-1 GO during the practice sessidri
being "primed" by the experiinenter to respond With

a specific practice rating.
Another possible solution may be to use a different

rating

scale.

Al

successfully used by Shahks and

V

Dickinson (1987;):, and in previous research from our

laboratory, the scale may not be consistent with pbserving
a discounting effect.

The scale we used was anchored with

the phrases, "Totally Ineffective" to "Totally Effectiye"
Therefore, a score of

50 represents, in theory, a score

of 0, neither "not at cause"

nor "at cause". :In^ ^ f

research, a scale using anchors which indicate increasing;^ :
levels of causal strength from 0-100 may more accurately

represent our intent to measure causal strength ratings.

Arguably, such a

scale may be more conceptually

representative of the subjects' causal strength ratings,
and as a result, more sensitive to the observation of a
discounting effect.
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Not only are acquisition, blocking, and augmenting
effects more difficult to explain using rule-governed models,

so are magnitude of US effects (Rules of Correspondence

^10).

Important future research would involve manipulating

the size or intensity of the US,

Using the current

study's

analogous variables, one would vary the. size of the company's
level of productivity.

Would a worker paired with a larger

effect size be seen as more at cause?
viewpoint, the moire intense the US,

From a learning

the more causal strength

the worker would elicit.

Educational Implications
In addition to the social areas described above

(attraction, competition, altruism, and male sex-role
action), causal judgments also play a fundamental role in

our understanding

of learned helplessness specifically

and clinical psychology generally (e.g. Seligman, 1975),
Within education settings, teachers are constantly assessing

the academic performances of their students.

In an attempt

to understand individual performances, teachers assign

causality to the level of success of each of their students.
Given the importance of context effects on human social
causal attributions and based On the results from our current

research, it is reasonable to apply augmenting effects to
the educational environment in order to better understand

teachers' causal judgments of their students.
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Let us say

old girl goes to sGhodl where

the classrdonv size exoeeds 40 students, the teacher is a

new instructor/ there are no teacher aids, and many students

who have discipline problems are constantly disrupting the
classrooms

bespite these^^^^ ^a

challenges, this;

;

particular student receiyes Straight A's arid tests high

in all suhject areas * ; Th

causal attributipriS

of the student's perfprinance may be augmented.

Compare

this situation with one in which the same student Was in

a classroom of less than 15 students, the teacher npt only

has 25 years of experience but has received many prpfessional
accolades, and discipline problems were minimal.

still performed equally well.

The student

However, the teacher in the

second scenario may not view the student as being as "at
cause" for her performance, due to the augm^entatipii of pause

in the prior scenario where many inhibitPrs existed.

In

other words, a student's performance may be augmented in
the context where a multitude of distractiQUS that may

inhibit academic success exist.

Hence, it is important

to note that augmenting effects, not unlike expectency

effects, represent the student's specific contributions
to his or her performance (Dweck & Goetz, 1978; Dweck &
Elliot, 1983).
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APPENDIX

'

A

Instructions for Group 1

■ ; ■ ■ ,

Preliminary Instructions.

V

In this study we are

interested in testing a computerized employee evaluation
system. Your cooperation is necessary for testing
the usefulness of this automated program.

In order

to carefully test the ^ffeq-tiyeness of the system#^
you will need to assume the role of a supervisor in

a small company. You will be given information about
three part-time employees, Ted, Sam, and Joe, and their
comEjany's level of productivity. After reviewing a

monthly productivity report, it will be your
responsibility as Ted, Sam, and Jpe's supervisor to
eyaluate their performance and how effective they were ,
in causing the company's level of productivity. Ted,

Sam and Joe are college students who are only available
for part-time employment. Therefore, it is important
to evaluate Ted, Sam, and Joe carefully each month

because they may be considered for full-time employment
upon graduation.

Instructions Prior to Practice Trial.

On the left

side of the screen a picture repfesenting a part-time
employee, Joe Or Ted or two part-time employees, Ted
and Sam or Sam and Joe will be pfesente^^d^^^^

On the fi

side of the scroen, a graph ^depietirig the company's
monthly productivity leyel will be prese,nted. /
Productivity is measured on a 0-1G point scale.

The

company's monthly productivity goal is set at level

Instructions Prior to Estimates of Causal Strength.

Following each monthly productivity report, you will
be asked to rate the employee on his overall performance
on a 0-1 GO point scale. After reading each item
carefully, please respond by using the numeric keyboard
on the right side of the keyboard. After entering
any number between G-1GG (including G or 1GG), please
wait for the next evaluation item to appear.
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APPENDIX B

Instructions for Group 2

Preliminary instructions.

In this study we are

interested in testing a computerized employee evaluatipn
system.

Your cooperation is necessary for testing

the usefulness of this autpmated program.

In order

to carefully test the effectiyehess of the system/
you will need to assume ;the role of a superyisbf in

a small company.

You will be given information about

a part-time employee, Joe or two part-time employees,
Sam and Joe, and theip companyVs level of productiyity.
After reviewing a monthly Productiyity report, it will

be your responsibility: as Sam ahd J'oe's supervisot
to evaluate their perfotmance and how effectiye they
were in causing the company's level of pr
Sam and Joe are college students who are only available
for part-time employment. Therefbre, it is important ■
to evaluate Sam and Joe carefully each month because
they may be considered for full-time employment upon

Instructions Prior to Practice Trial.

On the left

side of the screen a picture representing a part-time

employee, Joe, or tWb part-time empioyees/ Sam and

Joe will be presented.

On the right side of the screen/

a graph depicting the company's monthly productivity
level will be presented. Pfoductivity is measured
on a 0-10 point scale.

The company's monthly

productivity goal is set at level 5.

Instructions Prior to Estimates of Causal Strength.

Following each monthly productivity report, you will
be asked to rate the employee on his overall performance
on a 0-100 point scale. After reading each item
,
carefully, please respond by using the numeric keyboard
on the right side of the keyboard. After entering
any number between 0-100 (including 0 or 100), please
wait for the next evaluation item to appear.
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APPENDIX

C

Instructions for Groups i and 3

Preliminary Instructions. In this study we are
interested in testing a computerized employee evaluation

system. Your cooperation is necessary for testing
the usefulness of this automated program. In order
to carefully test the effectiveness of the system,
you will need to assume the role of a supervisor in

a small company. You will be given information about
a part-time employee, Joe, and his company's level
of productivity.

After reviewing a monthly productivity

report, it will be your responsilDility as Joe's
supervisor to evaluate his performance and how effective
he was in causing the company's level of productivity. ,
Joe is a college student who is only available for
part-time employment. Therefore, it is important to
evaluate Joe carefully each month because he may be
considered for full-time employment upon graduation.

Instructions Prior to Practice Trial.

On the left

side of the screen a picture representing a part-time
employee, Joe will be presented. On the right side

of the screen, a graph depicting the company's monthly
productivity level will be presented.

is measured on a 0-10 point scale.

Productivity

The company's

monthly productivity goal is set at level 5.

Instructions Prior to Estimates of Causal Strength.

Following each monthly productivity report, you will
be asked to rate the employee on his overall performance
on a 0-100 point scale. After reading]each item
carefully, please respond by using the numeric keyboard
on the right side of the keyboard. After entering

any number between 0-100 (including 0 or 100), please
wait for the next evaluation item to appear.
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APPENDIX D
CONSENT FORM

i am volunteering to participate as a subject in this study.
I understand that the purpose of this study is to test
the efficiency of a computerized employee evaluation sysfeiri.
I understand that the information will be presented to
me via a computer monitor and that I V7ill be asked to assumb
the role of a production supervisor in a small company,
I understand that my name will NOT be included in the

: v

experiment itself and that my anonymity will be maintained
at all times
I also understand that my participation
in;this study is voluntary and that I may refuse to answer
any questions at any time. I also understand that I may

withdraw from this study at any time withont penalty pr
prejudice. I also understand that any questtbhs I may '
have regarding this study will be answerSd.
I understand that all the information collected in this

study will be treated as confidential with nO details about
my responses released to anyone outside the research staff
without my separate and written consent.

I understand that I may derive no specific benefit from
participation in this study, except perhaps from feeling

that I have contributed to the deyelopment of psychblpgiGal,
I hereby allow this research group ;tb publish the reSiilts
of this study in which I am partiGipatingr with the
provision that my name and/or other identifying information
be withheld.

This study is being conducted by psychology students under
the supervisibn of Dr. Robert Cramer, PS-220, extension
5576. I understand that if I have any questions or concerns
abut the study or the informed consent process I may also
contact the Psychology Department Human Subjects RevieW ;;
Board at CSUSB.

Participant's Signature:

Participant's Name (Printed):

Date:
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APPENDIX E
DEBRIEFING STATEMENT

The present study is part of a series of research
projects designed to investigate human social causal

;judgments. . Uhfortunately

i^^ oftdet to cLdeguately

investigate this phenomenon a small deception of the

subjects was necessary.

Rather tliah directly asking

questions concerning your causal judgmehts, we explained
the study as testing the efficiency of a computerized
Employee Evaluation System. The dcmpany, its emplbyees,
and the evaluation system were fictitious. We apoldgize
for this deception, however/ if we liad asked directly about
your causal judgments your responses may have been effected.

t (STOP.

ARE THERE ANY

It is our sincere hope that the neGessity for th

deception is under

It is iraportaht for the completidn

of this study that you do not speak with pther students
on campus about your experience here today. If other
potential subjects are aware of the purpose of the
experiment, the results Of thd study rnight be compromised.

The present :study confprtns to £he ;ethical principles
established by the American Psychologi^c^ Association.
We are interested in obtaining your comments or; reaction ;
regarding your participation in our experiment. This
information would serve as a basis for checking and
evaluating the quality and

is conducted.

care with which our research

Please feel free to comment or ask questions.

For results concerning this study contact Dr. Robert Cramer
at (909) 880-5576.

THANK YOU!!!!
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APPENDIX F

GS/US Acquisitipn Trial
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APPENDIX

G

CS/US Discounting Trial
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Abstract

Research has shown that the more active parents are in their

child's education the more likely their child is to achieve academic

success. Based on these findings this research project focused on
how parent volunteers influenced their child's literacy growth. It is
hypothesized that as the parent spends time in the classroom they
are given more opportunities to interact with other members of the

classroom community. It is believed that this interaction will
influence the way in which the parent works with their child and

have a positive influence on their child's literacy growth.
The sample for this study consisted of eight students and four
parent volunteers. The students were divided into two groups of

four, one group had parent volunteers and the second group did not
have parent volunteers in the classroom. Interactive Journal writing

samples were collected and assessed to find out if there was a
significant difference between the two groups of students.

This research project suggested that the group with parent

volunteers scored higher than the group without parent volunteers.
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Chapter One
.

. Introduction

The process of becoming literate is important to educators and
parents alike. To successfully teach literacy one needs to

understand that reading and writing consists of separate processes
that are also interwoven. We need to understand that students need

to be involved In both reading and writing to help literacy
acquisition (Mooney, 1990). Interactive journal writing is an
excellent literacy activity because the adult and child are involved

in meaningful communication in which both interact by reading and

writing to each other (Fibres, 1990). In most interactive journals
the child is writing to a teacher, but would there be a difference if a
child's parent became Involved in this written interaction?
Research studies have been conducted on the benefits of

interactive journals and parent volunteers as separate areas of

focus, but there is a lack of research on parent volunteers and the
use of interactive journals. Would the interactive journal activity

become more important to the student because they were writing to
their parent rathbr than the teacher? Further, as the parent
becomes empowered with the knowledge of how their child comes to

1

know reading and writirvgr vvifl this knowledge transfer to the home
and become a part 0

This chapter will provide background information on the social

context of interaGtive journals and parent involvement in the

writing process, the reader will also be provided with the
statement of the problem, the research question, and the theoretical
framework.

Background to the Study

'\N\tMn the area of bilingual education there is great concern
for how an English language learner comes to understand the writing
process. Research is discovering new information about literacy
acquisition that may be changing the way teachers are instructing

the non-English speaker in writing (Fiores, 1990). Many instructors
are finding that social interaction helps the writing process.
Interactive journal writing is just one of several teaching
strategies that uses social interaction to help students understand

the writing process and other social situations need to be

incorporated with journals. Some suggested interactive situations

are shared book experiences, reading and copying environmental

labels, reading and writing patterned/repetitive stories through
cooperative stories.

Unfortunately language minority parents are being left behind
as educators learn new methods to teach the writing process. Many
of these parents have to struggle with speaking in their second
language, are unaware of how their child becomes literate and have
difficulty helping them in the writing process. We have a
responsibility as educators to help the language minority parent
understand the teaching strategies that are being used and how
research supports these changes.

^ It is recommended that an educator can help language minority
parents become more aware and knowledgeable of the writing
process by encouraging parental involvement. Parental involvement

can be encouraged by increased eommunication through parent
letters or meetings (Saland & Schliff, 1988; Ramirez, 1990)
organized by the teacher to inform the parents of strategies that
they can use at home to help simplify the writing process.

Another suggestion in which parental involvement can be

encouraged is by Inviting the parents into the classroom to work
with their child, interact with the teacher, other parents and

students. As a volunteer the parent could observe what the teacher

does in the classroom to teach the students and participate in actual
teaching methods. By inviting parents into the classroom they are
given the opportunity to learn through a variety of experiences and

observations how their child goes through the writing process.

The Problem
Statement of the Problem

According to Fuentes (1986) an active parent does make a

difference in the academic growth of their child. So then, if a
language minority parent becomes active in their child's education

by volunteering in the classroom, would there be a positive or
negative effect on their child's written growth? There is not much

research concerning the impact an active parent volunteer has on
their child's literacy growth.
Research Question

Does a language minority parent volunteer influence their

child's literacy growth through the use of interactive journals?

Deinition of Terrrls
Parent Volunteers:

A parent volunteer is one who cGlnes into the classroom at

least once a week, stays for the morning, and assists with groups
and preparation of materials. This person is reliable and comes on a
regular basis.
Literacy Growth:

Literacy growth is the process by which a child comes to know

writing skills. For this project there will be five stages in the

development of children's writing: 1. presyllabic, 2. syllabic, 3.
syllabic/alphabetic, 4. alphabetic, and 5. early writer. (Flores,
1990; Batzle, 1992)
Interactive Journals:

An interactive Journal is a notebook for the child to draw

pictures in and write about their drawing. As the child reads their

writing, the adult is responsible for responding to the child based on

what the child wrot^. In this way the child is given an opportunity
/
.

/

to share their knowledge with an adult, while the adult is sharing

their knowledge of how to write through their response. During this
interaction the child learns reading and writing in a child centered

situation.

Theoretical Framework

Social interaction occurs when two or more people exchange

information. There is reciprocity and both participants are actively
involved in the exchange of information, bringing together two sets
of cultural experiences based on individual backgrounds (Garton,

1992). This exchange of knowledge between two people provokes

learning; that is to say, that the learner constructs knowledge as a
result of their own thoughts and aetions, facilitated through the
mediation of language and social interactions with others.
An adaption of Gortes'(1986) Contextual Interaction Model has

been constructed to explain how the exchange of information about
literacy development takes place in the various social contents of
this project, (see Figure!)

At the top of the model is the social context provided by the

home environment. This is where the parent and child begin the
literacy process through social interaction with family and other
community members.

In this context most students are exposed to

literacy by having stories read to them, looking at the newspaper, or

Contextual interaction Model

and Child's Written Growth

Education Level
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4"
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Outcomes

Proficiency in the
Writing Process
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by being taught to write their name. Other students, however,
arrive at school with very little of this rich preparation by the
family. A family's educational perceptions toward school, and

culture may be influencing factors to how much exposure to
literature a student receives before entering school.
The second section to the model focuses on the school context,
or the educational process. This section is divided into three

subsections: school interactions, classroom interactions, and

student's qualities. When a parent and student begin the educational
process they are given the opportunity to interact with different

members within this social context such as teachers, family
members of their peers, and principals. These members can share

their knowledge of the writing process with them, which could help
their child in the written literacy growth.
This brings us to the second classification of the school

context, the interactions that take place within the classroom. Both

the parent and the student will begin interacting with greater
frequency with the classroom teacher, other parents from the class,
teacher assistant, and other children that are not family members.

Since these interactions will occur with more frequency, this is
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where the rnost exchange of information on the writing process will

take place. The parent volunteer will be given the opportunity to see
what other children are learning in order to compare what their

child has learned. The parent volunteer might decide to add to their
support at home, again adding or rejecting new information on the
writing process based on what they already know. The child, on the

other hand, is also interacting with their peers who are sharing
their knowledge of the writing process with them. In turn, the child

will either accept or reject information based on what they already
know.

The third subsection deals specifically with the individual

student, since this is the person who is coming to know the writing
process.

Academic preparation from the home environment will

play a large role in the child's written growth. If a child receives
large amounts Of literacy exposure at home, the less likely the child

is to have problems when coming to know the writing process. Many
times a young child's attitude toward school will depend on the

family's attitudes toward education. If a family places value oh
education then the child will be motivated to come to school and

excited to learn about the literacy process.

The arrows in between these three subsections suggest that
social interaction is being exchanged between these contexts. So it
can be concluded that the student's qualities may be enhanced

depending on the information of the writing process that the child
adds or rejects to their prior knowledge.

The ultimate goal is to become proficient in the writing
process. The outcome will be the focus of this study. As a parent
volunteer and a student interact within these social contexts, will

there be an influence on the student's written growth as collected in
their interactive journal?

10

Chapter Two
Review of Related Literature

The literature review focuses on the research question: HOw

does a parent volunteer influence their child's literacy growth
through interactive journals? This review will begin with an

examination of both early and more recent research concerning the
social context of parental involvement and their child's education.
The second section focuses on literacy growth and the process a
child goes through as he/she comes to know how to write. This

section will finish the review focusing on interactive journals as a

teaching strategy used to help literacy acquisition through social
interaction between an "expert" and "learner."

Parental Involvement

Early Studies

According to the Contextual Interaction Model, a child's

educational foundation begins at home when the child socially
interacts with family members. This interaction continues as the

child's formal education begins in which the parent is given the
opportunity to become involved in the educational process. Research
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has shown evidence that parental involvement in their child's

education helps in school achievement, and has been encouraged
since the 1960's,(Fuentes, 1986).

There are two forms of parental involvement: a passive
influence or direct involvement,(Rosenbusch, 1987). An example of
the way that a parent passively influences a child's achievement is
by their attitude toward education and the value of school. A
parent's positive or negative attitude toward the benefits that come
out of education is a passive, almost innate, way they influence

their child's attitude toward schodl. Usually when the parent's
attitudes support the benefits of education the child's attitude,

motivation, and self-esteem will be higher in the classroom than the
child whose parents maintain a negative, defeated attitude toward
the benefits of education.

There have been projects organized to create a positive
attitude toward education in language minority families. It is the

hopes that this passive influence of the family's viewpoint will
more positively influence the child. Unfortunately, this philosophy
is based on the "deficit hypothesis"(Auerbach, 1989)which

assumes that language minority parents lack the essential skills to
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promote school success In their children. Auerbach included

extensive research that found indirect, passive factors in the home

environment that positively influenced the language minority child's
achievement in literacy acquisition.
The Harvard Families and Literacy Study completed by Chall &
Snow in 1982 discovered a strong passive involvement through the

availability of a high level of literacy uSed in the homes of working-

class, minority, and language minority students. Delgado-Gaitan
(1987)supports this finding in her study on Mexican immigrants in
which families used a wide range of text types such as letters

written by family members, newspapers and children books which
exposed their children to literature.

Rosenbusch (1987)contrasts passive parental influence with

direct involvement in which the parent's role is seen through their
active participation in the school. Recently there has been a push

toward helping the language minority family become more directly

involved in the American school system with the hopes of creating a
more positive attitude toward the majority language and culture.

Direct involvement can be as demanding as working in the Parent/
Teacher Association, volunteering in the classroom, or participating
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in fund raising activities. Other, examples of direct involvement

would be attending programs, writing or calling the teacher when
concerned about an event in school, or attending parent/teacher
conferences.

Early research describes how the social context of the family
passively influences the child's education, but is lacking in details
that describe how direct involvement can influence the child

academic achievement. Research has shown that there is a strong
passive influence in the language minority home (Delgado-Gaitan,
1987), but is there strong direct parental involvement?
Recent Studies

In more recent research there has been a trend to encourage
direct involvement through parent education projects. Ramirez

(1990) points out that minority parents are depending on educators
to help them strengthen their ability to raise their children and
improve their role as the child's first teacher. Another challenge

faced by language minority parents is a language barrier. Since
many parents are unable to speak or read English it can be difficult
for them to understand how the educational system works (Delgado-

Gaitan, 199E).

Through education projects such as the Family
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English Literacy Program or the Even Start Program (Ramirez, 1990)
parents are gaining valuable knowledge on acquiring English as a
second language and teaching methods that can be used at home to
help their children achieve academic success.
This notion of educating the parents is reiterated by Farris

(1991) who suggested ways in which a teacher can encourage
illiterate parents to instill a desire to read and write in their

children. Farris states that teachers need to take on part of the
responsibility to get parents to participate with their child's

academic success. One suggestion for accomplishing this goal would
be by having parent sessions that shows them how to promote and
nurture literacy in the home.
In addition to direct involvement the Contextual Interaction

Model points out that there are passive influences such as cultural
beliefs that affect the social interactions between family members

and the school context. According to Delgado-Gaitan (1992) it would
be a new experience for many Mexican parents to voice concerns to

the teacher about their child's progress or behavior. In the six
families studied by Delgado-Gaitan, there were two distinct ways
parents reacted to negative reports from the teacher. Some parents
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accepted the teacher's report without question and punished the

child, while others called or wrote a note to the teacher requesting
more information.

This reaction is significant because when parents solicit more
details from the teacher they are provided with additional
information and send a message to the teacher and administrator
that they care about their child's education. Whereas the parents
that didn't solicit additional information demonstrate a lack of

interest according to the American culture. This "lack of interest"

is interpreted by the teacher and administrator that the parents
aren't concerned with their child's education (Delgado-Gaitan, 1992).
Recent research elaborates on the benefits of direct

involvement through parent education projects that attempt to teach
teaching methods skills along with English as a second language.

It

is also pointed out that we still need to bridge the American culture
and the minority culture in order to improve the passive influences

that come from cultural misunderstandings.
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Summary

Early studies and recent studies tend to support each another
in the area of parental involvement and passive influences found in
the home social context. Early studies attempt to invalidate the

"deficit hypothesis" by stating that the language minority parent
can positively influence a child's academic success through passive
influences such as attitudes/perceptions toward education and
having literature available in the home. While direct involvement
\

isn't elaborated on, early research does point out that this form of
influence on a child's education is more active and visual as parents
are physically more involved in the school.

Recent studies support the notion of direct involvement by
encouraging parent education projects in which educators facilitate

English acquisition and teach teaching methods skills. Further
elaboration is given on cultural passive influences that affect the

interpretation of parent reaction by the school context. Many times
an appropriate reaction in the language minority's culture is

interpreted as a lack of interest by the American culture.
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Literacy Acquisition
Early Studies

Acquiring literacy is a process that can be distinguished by
different stages within the process of psychogehesis. According to
Goodman (1986)"...psychogenesis can be defined as the history of an
idea or concept as influenced by the learner's personal intellectual
activity." In other words, psychogenesis focuses on the development
of literacy. In order to better understand this definition, Ferreiro

(1986) breaks down the psychogenetic process into three stages of
literacy development.

In the first stage the child is able to distinguish between
pictures and the written print. That is to say, the child cqnciudes
that the same types of lines are used to draw or write, but the

difference is in the organization and meaning of the lines. Letters
are an arbitrary representation of an object, drawings are what and
object looks like.

The second stage occurs when the child

understands that the organization of letters will influence their

meaning. In other words, if letters are organized in a different

order, then this changes the meaning of the word. Finally, in the
third level the child has realised that letters follow a phonetic
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hypothesis, in which there are rules that govern the letters in order
to determine the proper letter sound when writing or reading.
Research shows that the use of social interaction facilitates

the development of literacy (Auerback, 1989; Ferreiro, 1986;
Goodman, 1986; Pontecorvo & Zucchermaglio, 1986) within the
social context of the classroom as seen in the Contextual

Interaction Model. Ferreiro (1986) suggests that since children

learn in social, not isolated situations, there are certain pedagogical

implications for educators. In the classroom students need to be
offered opportunities to socially interact with peers, or other
students of similar academic background, and "experts," or
adults/older students. As the learner interacts with the "expert" or

peer he/she is able to test learned information about the literacy
process against the understandings of others. Students are then able
to work together to develop ways to take learned information and
appropriate it to their individual learning style.
Pontecorvo and Zucchermaglio (1986) further describes how

the learner interacts with the "expert" and peer in two types of

social contexts: asymmetrical and symmetrical. Asymmetrical
social interaction is between an "expert" and learner. The "expert"
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is the person who has more experience and broadens the cognitive

knowledge of the learner through a process known as scaffolding.

Scaffolding is an instructional structure that supports the learner in
the early stages of knowledge acquisition. Symmetrical social
interaction occurs when equal peers help each other learn new

information through the use of social interaction and building upon
each others' prior knowledge.
Early studies demonstrated the importance of social
1

interaction between "experts" and peers as the learner develops
literacy proficiency. These social Interactions can be asymmetrical,
between "expert" and learner, or symmetrical, between peers. In

order to facilitate psychogenesis it is important for the teacher to
provide both asymmetrical and symmetrical social interactions as
the learner develops literacy proficiency. Early studies did not

explain how an instructor can facilitate literacy development

through the use of both types of social interaction.
Recent Studies

According to Garton (1992), Vygotsky believed that language
development depends on cognitive factors such as prior knowledge,
memory, attention, etc., and social forces. It is pointed out that
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social forces, or social Interactions, are necessary for the

development of the higher mental function of concept development,

logical reasoning and judgement. Through social interaction the
child gradually assumes more responsibility and becomes more selfdirected.

A teaching method that allows children to learn how to write
through the use of cognitive factors and social forces is interactive
journal writing. Interactive journal writing is a way of using

written language in a learning situation that is real, meaningful, and
socially constructed between the student and teacher (Flores, 1990).

In an interactive journal the child is asked to "write" an entry in

whatever way they can. Frequently this can be in the form of
scribbles, pictures, letters, or their name. The teacher's, or the

"expert's," role is to respond in writing to what the child "wrote."
Through the use of interactive journals the students can attain
success because they are able to work at their own cognitive level

in the writing process. Social interaction is utilized when the

teacher writes a response to the student's journal entry.

According to Flores (1990)the learner comes to know that
writing is a form of communication that is different from spoken
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language. The student experiences ownership because they are

allowed to choose their own topic and write on a daily basis. In this
social context, the child is allowed to experience the function and

process of literacy while developing a close personal relationship
with the teacher through writing. As an educator, one is able to
assess and record the students' literacy growth. There is
opportunity for individual social interaction on a daily basis, and the
teacher has the opportunity to mediate how the child comes to the

writing process. Within this setting the teacher is given the
valuable opportunity to learn about each child's interests, ideas,
culture, etc.

In order to help the instructor assess literacy growth within
journal entries, Batzle (1992) identifies three stages of writing

development: early, emergent, and fluent. The emergent writer is
imitating writing through the use of scribbles, picture, letters from

his/her name, and is able to read what they wrote. The early writer

has grasped the concept that written language is really speech
written down. Some characteristics of this stage are approximate

spelling of words, initial and final consonant sounds are being used
correctly, and print in the environment is being used in order to
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facilitate the writing process. Finally, the fluent writer is writing
with ease because he/she is able to control writing conventions and
letter formations. At this stage the writer has shifted from the

mechanics of writing to the development of a written topic, subject,
or story. For example there is a beginning, middle and end of a
written journal entry. The child shows concern for the quality of
what was written and is able to self-edit in order to form revisions
of written work.

Flores (1990) has described the writing process in four stages:
presyllabic, syllabic, syllabic/alphabetic and alphabetic. Some

characteristics of the presyllabic stage include scribbling, writing
letters or numbers, and the ability to distinguish between drawing

and writing. In the syllabic stage, the writer begins to consistently
represent each syllable in a word with one symbol, usually a letter
or number, but not necessarily the correct letter or number. At the

syllabic/alphabetic stage the writer is now able to represent the

sound/letter correspondences in a word, thus showing how the child
is coming to know the phonetic hypothesis. Finally, in the alphabetic
stage the writer seems to be using sound/letter association, or the

phonetic hypothesis, as the driving force in writing, and frequently
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an adult can read what the child has written.

While researchers agree that there are different stages in the

writing process, it seems that Batzle (1992) extends the stages into
a higher level of thinking. Many characteristics of an emergent and
early writer are similar to Flores'(1990) four stages, but the fluent

writer tends to include the higher thinking skills of formulating a
story line that makes sense and being able to self-edit.
The goal of the Contextual Interaction Model is to help the

learner become proficient in the writing process through the use of
social interaction. Recent studies have supported early studies on
the importance of social interaction in the development of literacy

but the focus was on interactive journals, a teaching method that
incorporated the use of social interaction and literacy development.
Summary

It seems that early and recent research tends to build upon

each other. The research supports the notion that as a child acquires
literacy there are different stages that buiid upon each other.

Whether there are three or four stages, each stage has criteria that
must be mastered as the child comes to know literacy.

f'

Social interaction has been found to facilitate the literacy
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proeess. Social contexts can be formed between two peers or an

"expert", such as a teacher or a parent, and a learner. In either
context, research shows that a person's learning development can be
stimulated through social interaction.

Interactive journal writing is a teaching method that
incorporates asymmetricar and symmetrical social interactions.

The student writes a story in a Journal, being allowed to interact
with their peers as they develop their Journal entry. Upon
completion of the eptry, the "expert" is able to interact with the

learner as he/she write a response to the Journal entry.
Summary of Review gf Literature.
The review of the literature was broken down into two

sections. The first section on parental involvement presented

research concerning the importance of parents as active and passive
participants in the school. Both early and recent research tend to
show a positive relationship between parental involvement and
academic success. The second section of the review focused on

literacy growth and interactive Journals. In this section literature
was discussed that shows how a child acquires literacy through

stages that are socially influenced. It is suggested that interactive
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journals might be one teaching strategy that uses the social
contexts found in the Contextual Interaction Model in order to

facilitate literacy acquisition.

There was a lack of research found that integrated the active

parent and literacy growth. The research question is based on the
premise that an active parent does make a difference in academic
growth. This project attempts to show a correlation between

literacy growth and an active parent that volunteers in the
classroom.
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Chapter Three

Design/Methodology
This research project is an interpretative case study that
focused on eight kindergarten students, their parents, and

interactive journa! writing. These students were partitioned into

two groups of four. One group had a parent volunteering in the

classroom, while the second group did not. One activity the parent
volunteer participated in was writing in interactive journals with a
small group of students as the teacher offered assistance and

guidance. Frequently the parent could work directly with their own
child in their journal.

The study lasted eleven months to learn if parent vplunteering
in the classroom influences a student's written growth. The study
used interactive journals to compare the writing growth between
the two groups of students.
Data Needed
IT"; ^ '■ •'

Necessary data for this study were students' writing samples
r"

''

I

that assessed the level of literacy growth. All students.wefe
assessed based on a new writing rubric (-see^Figufe-g) compiled from
sample rubrics developed by Flores (1990) and Batzle (1992).
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Figure 2
Characteristics of Literacy

Growth

Presyllabic
*scribbles, numbers, random letters
*copies text

*able to distinguish between drawing and writing
*uses drawings in their written language
*left to right movement when writing and reading
Syllabic

*uses a written symbol, such as scribbles, numbers, or
letters, per syllable in a word

*able to read what they wrote
*letter/sound approximations are more accurate
Syllabic/Alphabetic
*uses initial and final consonants/vowels

*begins using invented spelling
*coming to know the phonetic hypothesis
■^experiments with punctuation
Alphabetic

^phonetic hypothesis is a driving force in writing
*invented spelling is evident
*an adult can read what was written

*understands how to use periods
*places Space between words
■''begins using personal voice in writing
Early

Writer

*places capitals at the beginning of sentenced
*is aware of commas, question and exclamation marks
*recogni2es misspellings
*complete sentences with a beginning, middle and end

"'uses personal voice in writing
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A new rubric was compiled to break down Batzle's emergent writer
into written growth stages that built upon one another as identified

in Flores' rubric of literacy growth. The early writer stage was
added to show further literacy growth that was not included in
Flores' original rubric.

The characteristics of Batzle's emergent writer stage were
integrated into Flores' four primary characteristics of literacy

growth: presyllabic, syllabic, syllabic/alphabetic, and alphabetic.
Since Flores' rubric lacked in further detailed characteristics of

higher writing stages, the early writer is primarily taken from
Batzle's rubric.

A presyllabic writer is Identifiable through the usage of
scribbles or drawings that might include numbers and random letter

formations or copied text. This child writes from left to right and
knows the difference between what he/she has written and their

picture.

As the child moves into the syllabic stage he/she can read

what they wrote based on their writing rather than on their picture.

When a "word" is written the reader can identify a written symbol
per syllable in a word. The syllabic writer writes "words" with
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more phonetic accuracy.

During the syHabic/alphabetic stage the reader will find that
the child uses initial and final consonants or vowels in their

"words." Often the early writer will invent a way to spell a "word"
as the child connects phonetic rules to letter/sound symbols that

form a word. Finally the journal entry at this stage will include
experimentation with punctuation.

In the alphabetic stage an adult can read what the child has

written since invented spelling is more accurate as the phonetic
hypothesis becomes mastered by the writer. Other characteristics

that simplify reading during this stage are that the child uses the

period properly and leaves spaces between words. In this stage the
child begins to experiment with writing on their own instead of
copying a sentence starter or print from the environment.

The highest stage necessary for this study is the early writer
stage in which the child is beginning to conform to conventional

writing that follows known grammar rules. In this stage the reader

will see the child place capitals at the beginning of sentences and
becomes aware of other punctuation besides the period. Sentences
convey a complete thought that contain the writer's personal voice
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rather than copying from the environment. Frequently the writer
will begin recognizing when a word is misspelled, so the self-

correcting process in writing has begun.
Subjects

■

^ .

. .'

„ Jr ■ ■

,

..

.

The subjects involved in this research were-thf parent
volunteers, students^whose parent volunteers and students whose
parent dijcLnot volunteer in the classroom. Each group will be

described afccording to their background and instructional training.
Students
- I

There^^^iW^^^^

..

■

■

eight Hispanic kindergartners from low income

background with Spanish as their primary language involved in this
study. The first groilp of students,Three girls and one boy, who had
parents volunteering in the classroom entered kindergarten as
presyllabic writers. The second group of students, three girls and

one boy, who did not have parents volunteering in the classroom
were chosen based on gender and their presyllabic stage of writing.
To prepare the subjects for Journal writing the teacher began

an adaptation of interactive journal writing the second week of
school. Instead of allowing the subjects to draw and write picture
on their own the Students were read a story in which they had to
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draw a picture of their favorite part of the story. This adaptation

was necessary to coincide with the homework read aloud program
that includes a form of interactive writing at home.
Students were then asked to describe their picture by writing

in Spanish about what they drew. Since this was the first time most
of these students were asked to write many did not think they knew

how to write. The teacher explained the different ways their

writing might look like. Some students might be writing with a
variety of letters, numbers, br iines and curves (scribbles).
Students were instructed to focus on what they wanted to say

through their writing rather than their drawing.
Parent Volunteers

There were four parent volunteers participating in this study.
AH are of Hispanic descent and can be considered as coming from

low socio-economic backgrounds. One mother is a single parent,

raising her children with the help of her parents, and she is
unemployed. Two other mothers are supported by the child's father

and are not employed. Only one mother is employed and has two jobs
for additional income and lives with the child's father. Two of the

mothers speak, read, and write English and Spanish fluently, while
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the remaining two are only literate in Spanish.

The four volunteers have a variety of training. The mother who
works out of the home is a trained biiihgual teaching assistant and
has worked with kindergartners for seven years. She has attended
meetings on literacy development of the young child. Another

mother has been working as a parent volunteer for two years, while
the other two mothers have been volunteers for the first time this

year. All participants helped in organizing work for the students and
directed small groups instruction.
Parents were first allowed to observe interactive journals

several times before being asked to run their own groups of seven to
nine students. During the observations the parent volunteer listened

and responded to students' writing during Journal writing time with
teacher guidance. When responding to a journal entry the adult needs
to listen to what the child "reads" in their writing and writes back
to the child based on what the child "read." It is important that the

adult does not write down what the child says, but writes a
response that builds upon the child's written message. Until the
child can read what the adult writes it is up to the adult to mediate
by reading to the child what they wrote. If the parent volunteer was
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unsure of how to respond to an entry, then the teacher would be
available as support.
Read Aloud Homework Program

At this time it is important to explain the homework read

aloud program since this program contains many interactive journal
writing qualities. Once the eight students began writing at home
with their parents the Journal writing at school showed much

growth and improvement.
In January all parents were asked to attend an informative

meeting that explained the new homework read aloud program that
their child was to begin receiving. As previously mentioned, within

this program is a component in which the students are expected to
draw a picture of their favorite part of the story they have heard.
Below their picture the students were expected to write about their

picture, Just like their Journal. The parents observed a video taping
of the teacher interacting with several students as they completed

the homework Included in the read aloud program. The purpose of
this tape was to show parents how to allow their child to write

according to their abiiity and asking the child to read what they
wrote. Parents were not expected to respond to their child's writing
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in the homework program.
Methodology

This will be a case study of how two groups of students come
to know the writing process. The focus of the study will be the

students writing growth based on information collected in their
interactive journals. The writing growth of the group of students
with parent volunteers will be compared to the writing growth of
the group of students without parent volunteers. The students were

taught how to write in their journals in small cooperative groups of
seven to nine student^. At first the students were shown how to

draw a picture and write about their picture. Students were given

an example of conventional writing when the teacher responded to
what the student wrote.

As a student writes in his/her journal, the teacher is

observing how the child writes so that literacy growth can be
assessed. Included in each journat is the rubric of the

characteristics of literacy growth that helped the assessment of
each Child.
Data Collection

The data collected will be writing samples from the subjects'
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interactive journals. Students will write in their Journals once a
week in small group instruction. A teacher, assistant, or parent

volunteer will respond to the child's writing. There were thirtythree samples from each of the eight student participants, creating
264 journal entries.
Typg of Analy?i?

There will be two types of analysis. A quantitative one which

gives each stage of the writing process a numerical value that will
be used to compare the two groups.:;There will also be a qualitative
analysis of student work which involves an examination of fhe
characteristics displayed in children^s:writing samples as they

progress over time. /

it

For the quantitative analysis,journal samples were collected

for eleven months and assigned a score each month. The presyllabic

stage is given a value of one, syllabic a value of two,syllabic/
alphabetic a value of three, alphabetic a value of four, and early
writer a value of five.

Each student will have a total score for the

eleven months, and these scores will be aggregated to arrive at a

group score. From the group score a group mean will be calculated
for each group. This will allow for a comparison of mean scores for
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the two groups. The higher score will help decide if parent
volunteering in the classroom influences a child's written growth.

For the qualitative analysis the students will be assessed to

find out what stage in the writing process each child has reached
during each of the eleven months. Each child will write in their
journal approximately three to four times a month. The teacher will

then choose the best sample for that month to assess written
growth according to the new rubric of the characteristics of

literacy growth. Gharacteristics mastered in the writing sample
will determine which Stage the child has reached in the writing
process during that particular month. In other words, if the child's

Journal entry shows that most of the presyllabic characteristics
have been mastered and has begun experimenting with syllabic
characteristics then the child will be placed into the higherstage.
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Chapter Four
Analysis and Results

Data collection began in July 1994 and continued until May
1995.

Data analysis is organized into two separate subsections:

subjects with parent volunteers and subjects without vGlunteers.
These sections shall describe the literacy develbpment of each

child, as seen in a qualitative and quantitative analysis of their
individual interactive journals.

Through individual interactive journals a qualitative analysis
of each subjects' written growth will be presented to give detailed
descriptions of individual literacy growth. With this information
one can differentiate between the characteristics of the five stages

as the child comes to know the writing process. This description
will include a quantitative analysis of each child's final score^ A
comparison of the mean scores between the two groups wilt be
included in the resuits.

Subjects with Parent Volunteer
j

■

Diana Macias

Diana had chicken pox in July, so data collection did not begin
until August 15. (see Appendix A) Diana was working at the
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presyllabic stage in which she could distinguish between pictures
and words, wrote from left to right and read what she wrote. It is

noteworthy that Diana's drawings are done with clarity and detail
not seen in other students included in this study, (see Figure 3) On

August 31, while responding to the story Cans for Sale. Diana took
the time to organize the caps according to the different colors like
the man did in the story. Based on the response of the parent

volunteer, evidently Diana was describing the part in the story when
the monkeys threw down the caps and the man picked them up to

organize them. The detailed drawing is significant because it shows
Diana's maturity of her eye/hand coordination that is necessary to

copy or write letters that might be necessary in future writings.

During the next two months Diana remains in the presyllabic
stage as she comes to know the writing process. In September Diana
starts mixing numbers with her letters, but remains focused on the
meaning her written language is conveying. Once Diana began
V

copying print from the environment during November, she quit mixing

numbers with written language and she began experimenting with
the location of the period. In December Diana begins to move into

the syllabic stage since she has been reading what she wrote all
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Figure 3
Writing Sample of Diana Mactas on August 31
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these months.

Diana remains in the syllabic stage from December until the
end of March, On February 22 Diana writes the words "la" and "nina"
within her entry, thus showing that she is beginning to write

letter/sound approximations with more accuracy, (see Figure 4)
With the introduction of lines at the bottom of the page, it is easier

for Diana to write from left to right and organize her sentences. In

this sample Diana can go from top to bottom when starting a new
line.

The effects of the homework read aloud program begins to

spread into Diana's journal writing in March. The sentence pattern

"A mi me gusta la parte...." is still heavily relied upon to begin

writing, but initial and final consonants/vowels are being used to
spell words that finish the sentence starter. On April 6 an adult can
read her entry, thus placing Diana in the alphabetic stage, (see
Figure 5) In this sample there are invented spelling and the phonetic
hypothesis as a driving forces to her writing. Diana has not

experimented much with the period, but in this entry the location of
the period is correct.

In summary, Diana spent four months, August - November, in
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Figure 4
Writing Sample of Diania Macias on February 22
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Figure 5
Writing Sample of Diana Maclas on April 6
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the presyllabic stage; thtee months, December - February, in the
syllabic stage, one month, March, in the syllabic/alphabetic stage,
and reached the alphabetic stage in April and May. (see Figure 6) At
this point Diana needs to use her personal voice rather than relying
on the sentence starter and begin formatting her sentences with the

proper punctuation and spacing between words. Based on the
qualitative data collected, Diana reached the alphabetic stage which

is given a numerical value of four in the quantitative analysis.
Angel Salazar

Data collection begins in July through the end of May for Angel,
(see Appendix B) In July Angel relies primarily on his pictures to

convey meaning, but is aware of the fact that he should be reading
his scribbles. Thus Angel knows that there Is a difference between

pictures and symbolic scribbles as writing, identifying him as a
presyllabic writer. He begins incorporating letters and numbers in
September and has mastered the left to right directional movement

when writing and reading his scribbles. As Angel learned different
letters and numbers he began incorporating this knowledge into his
writing during September.

Angel remained in the first stage until November 9 in which he
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Figure 6
Literacy Growth of Diana Macias

Early Writer

Alphabetic
Syllabic/
Alphabetic
Syllabic

Presyllabic

July Aug. Sept. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May
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copied from text in the environment and wrote left to right, placing

him into the syllabic stage. Based on the response from the
volunteer it seems that Angel puts his own meaning bn the written

print rather than reading what he copied, (see Figure 7) Angel

copied "o do gras a mi ma"("Yo doy gracias a mi mama.") which
means that he's thankful to his mother. Yet according to what the
volunteer wrote, he is thankful for his father because he takes him

to lots of places. During the following months Angel practices
letter/sound approximations as he comes to know the phonetic
hypothesis. In January and February one sees more accurate

drawings, further growth with periods and longer sentences.

Angel makes tremendous growth in March as he grows into the
syllabic/alphabetic stage. On March 28 Angel is putting spaces

between his words, can identify and write down initial and final

consonants/vowels, and begins using invented spelling, (see Figure

8) This growth may be the result of the interaction taking place at
home with his mother during the homework read aloud program since
the teacher has not worked with the students to "teach" them how

to put spaces between their words.

Angel only spends one month in this stage before he moves into
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Figure 7
Writing Sample of Angel Saiazar on November 9
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Figure 8
Writing Sample of Angel Salazar on March 28
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the alphabetic stage during the months of April and May. At this
time invented spelling is evident as the phonetic hypothesis
becomes the driving force when Angel writes and reads in his

journal. Although he is placing spaces between his words, Angel
needs to work on punctuation and branch away from the sentence
starter of"A mi me gusta la parte...."

In Summary, Angel spent three months in the presyllabic stage,

July - September,four months in the syllabic stage, November 
February, one month in syllabiG/alphabetic, March, and achieved the
alphabetic stage in April - May. (see Figure 9) Angel needs to
become more aware of grammar rules such as misspelled words,

capitals, commas, or question marks before moving into the early
writer stage. Based on the qualitative data Angel has reached the
alphabetic stage which is given a numerical value of four in the
quantitative analysis.
Jennifer Rodriguez

As with the others, Jennifer's data collection (see Appendix C)

begins in the presyllabic stage, willing to take risks in writing, but
unable to read what she wrote, thus expressing meaning through

drawings. Jennifer began reading what she wrote in August,so she
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Figure 9
Literacy Growth of Anqei Salazar

Early Writer

Alphabetic

Syiiabic/
Alphabetic
Syiiabic

^

Presyliabic

July Aug. Sept. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May
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made a connection between her symbolic scribbles as a means to

communicate rather than the pictures. During September the

scribbles began taking the form of letters mixed with numbers. To
facilitate sentence formation Jennifer began copying print from the
classroom environment during November,
In December Jennifer moves into the syllabic stage since she
has mastered all characteristics in the first stage, and could read

what she wrote since August. At this point Jennifer's sentences
flow from left to right and letters/numbers become her primary

form of written language. In January Jennifer introduced her

personal voice by writing about her vacation and what Santa Claus
had given her. (see Figure 10)
When the read aloud program was introduced in February there

was a major difference observed in the way that Jennifer
approached writing in her Journal. Jennifer began repeating

words repeatedly, sounding them out, trying to figure out the right
letter that went with the sounds she was hearing/saying.

On March 30 the length of writing grew tremendously, (see

Figure 11) It was not possible for the teacher to write down

everything she wrote, so it is not certain yet if there is a symbol
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Figure 10
Writing Sample of Jennifer Rodriguez on January 6
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Figure 11
Writing Sample of Jennifer Rodriguez on March 30
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per syllable, but she was reading what she wrote letter by letter.
The length of this entry is noteworthy since Jennifer is still

struggling as she sounds out letters to decide what to write down.
She spent at least fifteen minutes writing this entry.
At the beginning of April, during free explore time, Jennifer
drew a picture of an ice cream cone and wrote the word "hLaDo"

(helado). As she wrote she was interacting with another student
who helped her understand how to write this word accurately. This

places her into the syllabic/alphabetic stage since this writing uses
initial, middle, and final consonants/vowels. The accuracy of the
spelling of this word is important since the Spanish "h" is silent.
At this point the instructor tried to explain to Jennifer that
she did not need to write so much, but that writing one word was

enough during journal writing time. She struggles so much with the
phonetic hypothesis when trying to write that Jennifer might feel
more success if she could write one word accurately rather than a
sentence that did not make sense. But Jennifer chose to write

complete sentences, sounding out every step of the way.

On May 18 Jennifer wrote with tremendous accuracy in her
entry when working with a volunteer, (see Figure 12) This entry is
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Figure 12
Writing Sample of Jennifer Rodriguez on May 18
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in response to the storv I'll Love You Forever and Jenriifer's favorite

part was when the mother rocked the child back and forth, back and

forth. In Jennifer's writing she accurately writes the word "lo" and
comes very close to the spelling of "ArullB" (arullaba). She seems

to have written three separate sentences, as there are two periods
at the end of the lines, thus she is coming to know how to use the
period.

In summary, Jennifer remained in the presyllabic stage for

four months, July - November, spent four months in the syllabic
Stage, December-March, and reached the beginnings of the
syllabic/alphabetic stage in April and May. (see Figure 13) While

Jennifer continues to come to know the phonetic hypothesis she
needs to become more aware of letter and number reversals.

According to the qualitative data collected Jennifer reached the

syllabic/alphabetic stage, which is given a numerical value of three
in the quantitative analysis.
Vivian Ggrcia

From the data collection of Vivian (see Appendix D)one can see
that she begins as a high presyllabic writer who has already come to

know several characteristics in the writing process. She can write
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Figure 13
Literacy Growth of Jennifer Rodriguez
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with letters In a left to right directional movement, distinguish
between pictures and written language, and read back what she
wrote. There is no evidence of scribbles, nor does Vivian mix

letters and numbers.

She has already internalized this information

and knows the proper time to use these skills.

So it is no surprise that by September 21 Vivian begins to use
the phonetic hypothesis to form words like PeRO,(perro), and GADO,

(gato), as she identifies her pictures, placing her into the syllabic
stage, (see Figure 14) In this sample Vivian copied words and
sentence patterns from examples to write "AMIME...," which

demonstrates that she is coping the beginning of my sentence "A mi
me...."

Much independent growth is seen on November 9 when Vivian

begins writing on her own: UioDGrasArturo,(Yo doy gracias a
Arturo.), yOiODGraSA mi MaMa,(Yo doy gracias a mi

mama.), JOLED GrsA A MiPaPa,(Yo le doy gracias a mi papa.), (see

Figure 15) In this entry Vivian has written three complete
sentences that can be read by an adult without Vivian's help,

thus placing her as a high syllabic/alphabetic writer.
Since the rest of the journal entries are a combination of
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Figure 14
Writing Sample of Vivian Garcia on September 21
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Figure 15
Writing Sample of Vivian Garcia on November 9
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phonetics and copying Vivian was not placed into the alphabetic
stage until her Decernber entry. Evidently the phonetic hypothesis

was the driving force behind her written language as one can now
read what she wrote and the period is being placed in the proper
location.

Vivian remains in the alphabetic stage from the months of
December through February. During this time she demonstrates all
characteristics in this stage except the usage of her personal voice

in her writing. Vivian is beginning to self-edit while struggling
with words she does not know, and she becomes aware of words that

she spells incorrectly. Vivian can read what the teacher writes to
her and responds to the question.
Vivian did not move into the next stage since she has not

broken away from the sentence starter of "A mi me gusta la parte...."

and needs to use more of her personal voice in her writing. She only
broke away from the pattern once, on March 2, when she was placed
into the early writer stage. During the months of March through May

Vivian's writing grew with clarity as she began using spaces
between her words and used complete sentences to convey her
thoughts.
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In summary, Vivian remained in the presyllabic stage for two

months, July - August, spent only one month in the syllabic stage,

September, and one month in the syllabic/alphabetic stage,
November,spent three months in the alphabetic stage, December 
February, and was the only one to achieve the early writer stage In
March - May. (see Figure 16) Based on the qualitative data collected

Vivian reached the early writer stage, which is given a numerical
value of five in the quantitative analysis.
Summarv of Students with Parent Volunteers

As previously mentioned in chapter three, the quantitative

analysis was attained by placing a numerical value on each stage In

the rubric. This formed a scale from one to five. During the six
months of data collection, all students showed growth In the writing
process, (see Table 1) This table shows the beginning and ending
numerical value of each stage that each subject attained and the

difference between the stages.

Vivian shows the most growth over the year by reaching the
early writer stage. There is a difference of a positive four(+4)
between the initial and final stages. Diana and Angel are both
strong alphabetic writers, which shows a difference of a positive
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Figure 16
Literacy Growth of Vivian Garcia

Early Writer

Alphabetic

Syllabic/
Alphabetic

Syllabic
Presyllabic

July Aug. Sept. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May
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Table 1

Student

Difference

initial

Final

Stage

Stage

Vivian Garcia

1

5

+4

Diana Macias

1

4

+3

Angel Saiazar

1

4

+3

Jennifer Rodriguez

1

3

+2
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three (+3) between the initial and final stages. Jennifer has

achieved the syllabic/alphabetic stage, which is a positive two (+2)
between the initial and final stages.
Subjects without Parent Volunteers
Kfvstal Corona

During data collection (see Appendix E) Krystal remained in the
presyllabic stage for two months. She could distinguish between

drawing and written language, write with scribbles and letters from
her name, but her drawings were what she read to convey messages

to the reader. During these months evidently Krystal can write from
left to right and mix numbers in her writing once she broke away

from writing her name as a representation of her written
communication.

In September Krystal worked with parent volunteers that were
being trained in interactive journal writing by the instructor.

Unfortunately Krystal would not take a risk in writing in her Journal
until she worked with the bilingual assistant on September 22. (see

Figure 17) In this sample Krystal used invented spelling to write
the word CAVAIO, (caballo), to label her picture. Krystal is now

beginning to represent the sound/letter correspondence of
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Figure 17
Writing Sample of Krvstal Corona on September 22
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initial and final consonants and vowels which places her beyond the

syllabic stage and into the syllabic/alphabetic stage. There is a
lack of evidence that Krystal has copied text from the environment,
but her letter/sound approximations are more accurate and the final
entry of the month shows a written symbol per syllable in a word.

Krystal continues to explore the phonetic hypothesis as she

builds into sentence/pattern writing and copying print from the
environment. On November 28 she copied a previously taught
sentence pattern,"A mi me gusta....," to form the sentence: "A Ml

me Gusta estAB PSCaDo,"(A mi me gusta cuando estaba pescando.)

(see Figure 18) During most of November Krystal is copying my
examples, but on this session she was responding to the story
Hiawatha and was not able to look at an example. She may be

building on her previous entries by copying this sentence pattern and
finishing with her own words.

During the months of December and January Krystal moves into

the alphabetic stage, as she is experimenting with punctuation,
using the phonetic hypothesis as the driving force in writing, begins
to use spaces between words, and an adult can read what she wrote.

On February 16th Krystal wrote a sentence that did not follow the
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Figure 18
Writing Sample of Krvstal Corona on November 28
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sentence starter, but communicated a complete thought that

accurately described her drawing, (see Figure 19) Since her
personal voice is being used in her writing she was placed into the
early writer stage. In this sample she can place the proper spacing
between her words and has mastered the location of the period.

Krystal is also able to read what the teacher writes to her in the
journal.
During the months that follow, Krystal grows in forming a

beginning, middle and ending in her sentences and there are very few
misspelled words. Krystal can use the comma and accents properly

when responding to my questions. She uses a capital letter at the
beginning of the sentence starter, but needs to transfer this
knowledge when she begins the sentence with her own words.
In summary, Krystal was in the presyllabic stage for two

months, July - August, skipped to the syllabic/alphabetic stage for
three months, September - November, remained in the alphabetic

stage for two months, December - January, and achieved the early

writer stage for four months, February - May. (See Figure 20) At
this point Krystal needs to become more aware of punctuation and
misspelled words. Based on the qualitative data collected Krystal
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Figure 19
Writing Sample of Krvstal Corona on February 16
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Figure 20
Literacy Growth of Krvstai Corona

Early Writer
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reached the early writer stage, which is given a numerical value of
five in the quantitative analysis.
Nancy Vaca

Nancy's data collection (see Appendix F) shows that upon
entering kindergarten Nancy has already come to know several
characteristics of the presyllabic stage. She can distinguish
between pictures and written words, uses scribbles to convey

meaning, and can read what she wrote. During August Nancy's
scribbles form letters as she begins to mix letters frorri her name

into her journal writing. There is only one entry in September since
Nancy missed much school when her mother had a baby and could not

bring her. At this time Nancy wrote with letters, but would not read
what she wrote for the parent volunteer.
In November and December Nancy is copying print from the
environment and secures the left to right directional movement,

which places her in the syllabic stage. At this point Nancy has shown
that she has mastered all the characteristics of the previous stage,

but need to focus on letter/sound approximations. Nancy relies on
copying text from past entries or the environment.

In January Nancy began writing more and using a written
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symbol per syllable in a word, but it became apparent she needed

more structure in her journal to know where to continue writing

when completing a sentence and going onto another page, (see Figure
21) Nancy begins writing in the proper place, but when she runs out
of space she writes above her sentence, unsure of where to go to
complete her thought.

In February Nancy secures letter/sound approximations and
\

grows into the syllabic/alphabetic stage. As Nancy is coming to
know the phonetic hypothesis she is using initial and final
consonants/vowels in her invented spelling of unknown words.

On March 31 an adult could read what Nancy wrote without

clarification from her, placing her into the alphabetic stage, (see
Figure 22) In this sample the phonetic hypothesis Is her driving
force as she writes "A mi m Gusta cuanDp Ellos FurERN a matar a La

MoDRSa." (A mi me gusta cuando ellos fueron a matar a la morsa.) It
is difficult to know if Nancy is putting spaces between her words

and she has not used her personal voice in her writing.

In summary Nancy was in the presyllabic stage for four
months, July - October, syllabic stage for three months, November 
January, remained in the syllabic/alphabetic stage for only one
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Figure 21
Writing Sample of Nancv V^ca on January 11
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Figure 22

Writing Sample of Nancy Vaca on March 31
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month, February, and achieved the alphabetic stage for three months,
March - May. (see Figure 23) Further journal entries need to show a

greater focus on proper usage of punctuation and spacing between

words to facilitate reading of what she wrote. According to the
qualitative data collected Nancy reached the alphabetic stage, which
is given an numerical value of four in the quantitative analysis.
Dania Partida

As data cdllection (See Appendix G) began Dania was unwilling
to take a risk in writing and, at times, could not bring herself to
even draw a picture, piacing her into the presyllabic stages Although
Dahia did not progress further than the first stage, August was a
better month for Dania, as she began interpreting her pictures,

wrote her name, and used drawings in her written language.
in September Dania's presyllabic writing skills continue to
grow as she incorporates letters and numbers when writing and

begins to experiment with writing from left to right. On November
28 Dania wrote a longer sentence using the left to right directional
movement, but writes from bottom to top instead of the

conventional writing of top to bottom, (see Figure 24) While Dania
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Figure 23
Literacy Growth of Nancy Vaca

Early Writer
Alphabetic
Syllabic/
Alphabetic
Syllabic

Presyllabic

July Aug. Sept. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May
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Figure 24
Writing Sample of Dania Partida on November 28
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is moving into the next stage, she still has not copied text from the
environment and continues to read her pictures rather than what she
wrote. It is not certain whether Dania has made the distinction

between drawing and writing.
During the months of December through February Dania can
distinguish between her drawings and written work as she reads her
words rather than the picture. Although Dania has not copied text

from the environment she moves into the syllabic stage since she
has begun to experiment with the period by placing it at the
beginning of the sentence rather than at the end, and can read back
what she wrote, following a left to right directional movement. In
these entries Dania is beginning to use a written symbol per syllable
in a word, but needs to work on letter/sound approximations.

The only time in which Dania copied text was on March 9th, in
which she copied from the story Mama. Do You Love Me? in English.

Upon reading what she wrote Dania read her sentence in Spanish

rather than English. By the end of March Dania has mastered the
location of the period, but has not come to know the phonetic
hypothesis well enough to write letter/sound approximations
accurately.
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During April and May Dania continues to work in the syllabic

stage as she struggles with identifying the correct letter with the
\

sound she hears in her sentence. On May 22 Dania completed her
first sentence, but for some reason was not satisfied and erased
;

what she wrote, (see Figure 25)In this sample Dania seemed to have
placed the period incorrectly, but this could have been caused

because she was tired as she worked for quite a while on her
sentence. In previous entries the location of the period is correctly
placed at the end of her sentence.

In summary, Dania spent five months in the presyllabic stage,
July - November, and six months in the syllabic stage,December 
May. (see Figure 26) Dania needs to be.given more time to
internalize the phonetic hypothesis so that she can write the correct

letter according to the sound she hears. Based on the qualitative
data collected Dania reached the syllabic stage, which is given a
numerical value of two in the quantitative analysis.
David Cabrera

David's data collection (see Appendix H)shows that when he

entered kindergarten he was working in the presyllabic stage in
which he was writing with letters and read back what he wrote. In
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Figure 25
Writing Sample of Dania Partida on May 22
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Figure 26
Literacy Growth of Dania Partida

Early Writer
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August he started to write his name, but when asked to read what

he wrote David described his drawings rather than reading his name.
Thus one is unsure if David knows the difference between his

drawings and written language at this time of the year. During
September David pulled away from writing his name and mixed
letters with numbers. In many entries it seems as if David is
writing upside down.
(

■

_

■

On November TO David copied the teacher's writing example "A
mi me gusta el pavo." but changed one word to write "A Mi Me GuSta

Mi Pavo." (see Figure 27) This sample demonstrates the David

can write from left to right and return to start a new line following
the correct conventional way of writing from top to bottom. In this

entry the parent volunteer interacted with David when responding to
his writing, so it cannot be determined if David read back what he

wrote according to the copied text. Another unique feature about

this entry is the way that David chose to draw on the left page and
wrote on the following page.

In December and January David grows into the syllabic stage
as he is reading his writing rather than his picture which shows that

he can distinguish between drawing and writing. From January
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Figure 27
Writing Sample of David Cabrera on November 10
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through March David experiments with the period while he continues
to come to know the phonetic hypothesis.

During April and May David struggles as he tries to write the
correct letter with the sound he hears in his sentence. On May 22
the teacher took dictation on the opposite page to determine if David

can place a written symbol per syllable in a word, (see Figure 28)

There might be too many symbols ("LatEFtsa Arir") than the meaning
that David attempted to communicate ("Salio la luna.") Yet the
picture he drew supported what he read. When asked to respond to
the teacher's question David could not sound out the word "amarillo"

phonetically when the teacher attempted to facilitate in letter/
sound approximations. David wrote "ARNC" for the word "amarillo."

In summary David spent six months in the presyllabic stage,
July - December, and five months in the syllabic stage, January 

May. (see Figure 29) David needs to continue to practice writing a
symbol per syllable as he grows into letter/sound approximations.
According to the qualitative data collected David attained the

syllabic stage, which is given a value of two in the quantitative
analysis.
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Figure 28
Writing Sample of David Cabrera on May 22
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Figure 29
Literacy Growth of David Cabrera

Early Writer
Alphabetic
Syllabic/
Alphabetic
Syllabic
Presyllabic

July Aug. Sept. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May
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Summary of Students without Parent Volunteers

As with the previous group of students, each stage has been
given a numerical value of one to five for the quantitative analysis
of the data collection. During the eleven months of data collection
all Students show growth in the writing process,(See Table 2). This

table shows the beginning and ending numerical value of each stage
that each subject attained and the difference between initial and

final stages.

Krystal achieved the most growth by reaching the early writer
stage. There is a difference bf a positive four(+4) between the

initial and final stages. Nancy is working in the alphabetic stage,
thus showing a difference of a positive three(+3)between the
initial and final stages. Dania and David show the least amount of

growth, reaching the syllabic stage. This is a difference of a
positive one(+1) between the initial and final stages.
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Table 2

Literacy Growth of Students without Parent Volunteers
Student

Initial

Final

Stage

Stage

Krystal Corona

1

5

+4

Nancy Vaca

1

4

+3

Dania Partida

1

2

+1

David Cabrera

1

2

+^
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Difference

Results
I

How does parent volunteering in the classroom influence a

child's literacy growth through interactive journals? In the
quantitative analysis of the two groups; one can note that the

students with parent volunteers reached an average score of four.
This score was obtained by adding the numerical values of each

stage, which totaled sixteen. This number was then divided by four,
which corresponds to the number of participants in the study. Thus,

achieving an average score of four, which corresponds to the
alphabetic stage.

The students without parent volunteers reached an average
score of 3.25, which Was obtained by adding the numerical values of

each stage, which totaled thirteen. This number was then divided by
four, the amount of participants In the study^ This an average score

of 3.25 was reached, which corresponds to the syllabic/alphabetic
stage.

Based on the quantitative data a student attains greater

written growth when a parent volunteers in the classroom than the
student who does not have a parent volunteer. This is determined

because the alphabetic stage is higher than the syllabic/ alphabetic
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stage. Thus, the results suggest that the students with parent

volunteers showed greater literacy growth than the students who
did not have their parents volunteering in the classroom.
When comparing the qualitative data collected there are
differences found between the two groups. Those subjects with

parent volunteers wrote sentences that were more complex and

longer. For 75% of the subjects,an adult could read what was
written without the child's mediation. These children could use the

phonetic hypothesis to write with accuracy and left proper spacing
between their words. The one child who was unable to accurately

identify letter sounds In journal entries was verbally sounding out

words as she wrote. Fifty percent of the students with parent
volunteers can identify and discusss mistake in spelling and begin
to self-correct their errors. This Skill was not seen in the group of
students without parent volunteers.

When comparing the group without parent volunteers only 50%
of the subjects could write complex and long sentences. As with the
other students, the invented spelling was accurate enough to be able
to read what these two children wrote, but it was more difficult

since neither used proper spacing between words. The remaining
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50% of the students were still struggling to write a sound/Symbol
per syllable and were unable to identify the proper sound for a letter
in a word.

These qualitative findings suggest that the subjects with a
parent volunteer are further along in the writing process than the
subjects who did not have the additional support of a parent

volunteer. This is determined biased on the percentage of students
that were able to write sentences that an adult could read without

mediation from the child. Another factor that supports these

findings is the ability of discussihg and identifing errors made in a
Journal entry that the students with a volunteer were able to do.
This skill was not seen in the Journal entries of the students who
did not have a volunteer in the classroom.
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Chapter Five
Discussion

IntgrpretatiOP

This study focused on the parent/student groups and their

influence on students' interactive journal writing. According to the
basis of Cortes' Contextual Interaction Model, a parent worked in the

classroom regularly which gave them the opportunity to socially
interact with teachers, parents, and other students. Through social

interaction in the School context the parent gained insights and

knowledge of how their child came to know reading and writing.
Based on the data collected, as the parent's understanding of the

writing process grew there was a positive effect on the interaction
between the child and parent.

While the parent interacted with a variety of people, the
student's qualities were also being affected. The child grew through

their social experiences between the teacher, students,and other

adults. The child's knowledge about written communication will
also be affected as they learn another way to convey an idea or
thought to another person.

To show that parent volunteering helped a child's writing
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growth, this study compared the written language growth of two
groups of four students in which one group had a parent volunteer
and those who did not have a parent volunteer. The quantitative

data was used to clarify written growth based on the character
istics of literacy growth that were organized into five stages and
given a numerical value. Based on the quantitative data the students
with parent volunteers were writing at the alphabetic stage, which

is higher than the syllabic/alphabetic stage achieved by the students
without parent volunteers. This result implies that when a parent
volunteered in the classroom there;was an impact on their child's

writing growth. (See Table 3)
Upon interpretation of the qualitative data collected from the

student's journal writing differences can be seen even between two
students that reached the same stage. The Jourrial entries allowed
one to identify the characteristics within a stage that each child
has mastered.

For example, when comparing Vivian's and Krystal's April

journal entries (see Figure 30)the qualitative differences show that
Vivian's mastery of the early writer stage is higher than Krystal's.
While both children are using spaces between words Vivian's spaces
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liable 3

Comparison of Literacy Growth
Subjects

Numerical
Value

Students with Parent Volunteers
Students without Parent Volunteers
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April Writing Samotes of Vivian Garcia and Krvstai Corona

Figure 30

are more distinctive. In future entries Vivian continues to use the

spaces while Krystai frequently writes words close together. A

major difference is that Vivian has started self-correcting her
words when she misspells them, a skill that has not yet been shown
by Krystai.
Conclusions

While both groups did make literacy growth, the group who had
a parent volunteering in the classroom showed greater growth than
the group who did not have a parent volunteering in the classroom.
As previously mentioned, the quantitative data showed a .75
difference between the two groups, which can be significant when

one analyzes the level each group attained with the stages. The

group of students that were working in the syllabic/alphabetic stage
were at the very beginning of mastery of this stage. It is during this

stage that the child comes to know the phonetic hypothesis which is
a key factor in the writing process. Since the group with parent
volunteers had mastered this skill, and were working in the

alphabetic stage, they were able to write with more clarity and
complexity. Based on this result one can conclude that when a
parent volunteered in the classroom it had a positive effect on the
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child's writing growth.
This is further supported in the qualitative analysis of the
results. As seen when examining the qualitative characteristics of
Vivian's and Krystal's writing growth it becomes apparent that the

differences within a stage can be significant. Krystal needs to
master skills that Vivian has already come to know within the early
writer stage. It can be concluded that the qualitative differences

between the two groups showed a positive effect on a child's

writing growth when they had a parent volunteering in the
classroom.

^

jmpiicatibn?

These conclusions showed that literacy growth was facilitated
when a parent volunteered in the classroom. Based on these

conclusions drawn from the results we may speculate that students
do better in interactive journals when their parent volunteers, than
when they do not volunteer. This positive correlation between

parentalinvolvement and literacy growth implies that as educators

we need to involve parents as much as possible in the educational
process, if a parent is unable to spend the time as a volunteering in
the classroom, then alternative methods of involvement can be
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suggested that would encourage the parents to support what is being
taught in the ciassroom.

While there was a positive effect of volunteers on their Child's

writing growth, one needs to keep in mind the data collected on
Krystal who was able to achieve the early writer stage without a

parent volunteer in the classroom. Vivian was able to benefit by her
mother working with her in the classroom,whereas Krystal's major

writing interaction was with the teacher* This brings to focus the
role of the teacher and the difference a teacher can make in a child's

literacy growth. While Krystal had strong support from home, her
writing growth seemed to have been facilitated through the
interactions she had with the classroom teacher.

In summary, while writing growth is facilitate through
interactions between the teacher and the student, when one gets the

parents to become more involved in the:writing process it was
shown that there was a greater impact on a child's writing growth
than when the parent did not volunteer.
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Appendix A
Writing Samples of Diana Macias
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Journal Entries of Diana Macias

August 15, 1994 & September 07, 1994
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Journal Entries of Diana Macias

November 10, 1994 & December 09, 1994
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Journal Entries of Diana Macias

January 06,1995 & February 22, 1995
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Journal Entries of Diana Macias

March 29, 1995 & April 06, 1995
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Writing Samples of Anael Sala2ar
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Journal Entries of Angel Salazar

July 12, 1994 & August 15, 1994
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Journal Entries of Angel Salazar
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Appendix C
Writing Samples of Jennifer Rodriguez
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Journal Entries of Jennifer Rodriguez

July 15, 1994 & August 31, 1994
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February 16, 1995 & March 30, 1995
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Writing Samples of Vivian Garcia
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Journal Entries of Vivian Garcia

July 19, 199^ & August 20, 1994
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Journal Entries of Vivian Garcia

February 22. 1995 & March 02, 1995
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Appendix E
Writing Samples of Krvstal Corona
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Journal Entries of Krystal Corona

July 13, 1994 & August 30, 1994
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Appendix F
Writing Samples of Nancv Vaca
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Journal Entries of Nancy Vaca

July 13, 1994 & August 30, 1994
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Appendix G
Writing Samples of Dania Partida
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Journal Entries of Dania Partida

August 15, 199^ & August 30, 1994
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Appendix H
Writina Samples of David Cabrera
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Journal Entries of David Cabrera

July 15, 1994 & August 24, 1994
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Relatibn, by d

to the students that some:of their

paragraphs^contain irrelevant information, that ideas are
unrelated to the topic ideas, and that the subject of their

writing is not consistent with the focus and purpose of the
paperw The last maxim. Manner, can be taught by showing

students that some of their sentences in the paragraph do ■ ; :
not make any sense. Teachers can ask students to organiize

:

ideas in a clear, orderly, and logical manner so that
readers can understand what message they are trying to

cdnvey without difficulty. All these teaGhing act

ties can

be done with the help of overhead projectors or by
distributing copies of samples of incoherent writing to
students and explaining why and how the texts are

incoherent-. Te^

,

can also have students sit in groups

and assign them to analyze aspects of incoherence in their

peers' writing or other writing exercises given by teachers
using the guidelines of the Cooperative Principle's maxims.
This kind of exercise may well be fun as well as challenging
for students.

Finally, through the application of the knowledge of ,

the Cooperative Principle, students will also be able to

write "effective essays" rather than just "grammatically
correct essays." Effective essays are ones that guide
readers along coherent lines of thought and build, step by
step, on shared knowledge to enlarge their readers'
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